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CHAPTER I
Introduction and Overview
The Center for Advanced Computation, an interdisciplinary
research unit of the Graduate College, University of Illinois,
has long been interested in the problems of the local labor
market. Our original work along these lines was completed as
part of the STEP I system, a System tor Training and Educational
Planning. This system was an attempt to relate the conditions of
the national economy to the local labor market with special
emphasis on industry employment, occupational composition of
employment, the measurement of unemployment, ana the supply and
demand behavior of these factors. The basic structure of this
approach was presented to the City of Chicago, Mayor's Office of
Manpower in 1972 and was the beginning of the dialogue that led
to this work.
The Comprehensive Employment and Training Act of 1973 was
the specific event that led to support for this work. Under
this legislation, the reponsibility for manpower planning was
shifted from the federal government to the local prime sponsors.
It was the increased need for the synthesis and development of
local indicators of social and economic activity that led to this
investigation. The work presented here is substatantially
different than that originally proposed. Our original idea was
to investigate the nature of the planning process and the
background for planning as it existed in mid 1974. Subsequent
-1-
discussions led to a restatement of tasks in December, 1974 which
formed the foundation for this work. Each of the chapters of
this report represent one of the major tasks of that cooperative
agreement.
In this report we have concentrated on those aspects of the
work which have proved most useful and most beneficial in terms
of direct input into local labor market analysis and forecasting.
Unf ortunatly , considerable effort was expended investigating what
turned out to be dead ends. Notable among these efforts was the
time consuming analysis of the Unemployment Benefits file of the
Bureau of Employment Security for use as an indicator of Spanish
surnamed persons, and the use of the Covered Employment file for
development of a detailed labor force model. These tasks must
await the availability of further resources and investigator
interest.
Among the significant contributions of this work we have
found that:
1) The development of the local industry employment demand
model, as first presented for Illinois by Prof. Michael
Babcock in the STEP model, has been successfully adapted for
use at the Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area level. We
have shown this model to present good results baseo on local
data with an acceptable level of effort by the local analyst.
2) The process of translating the Census occupational
distribution into current occupational demand can be
successfully completed accurately and with an acceptable level
-2-
ot effort.
3) The estimation ana projection of population can be
undertaken by age, race, and sex for small areas. Our
investigation of the literature shows that although small area
forecasts of total population have been presented before, no
one has previously developed a methodology that would
translate this total population into the demographic detail
necessary for local labor market supply analysis. This task
is especially important once local manpower planners have
specified target groups for services in the annual plan.
4) The short term estimation of employment and unemployment
can be made at the local level with sufficient accuracy and
cyclical sensitivity to be useful for the planning of public
policy. The bulk of short term forecasting is done for the
national economy, which may differ significantly from the
local labor market. We have presented a method for bringing
local data to bear on national trends to provide an integrated
short term forecast.
5) That despite the large amount of effort required, a system
can be established to monitor the level of employment on a
small area basis which would provide annual updates of
acceptable accuracy and detail. The completion of this work
draws heavily on the past work by CAC on the Illinois Resource
Information System (IRIS) and the various agencies that have
contributed data to the IRIS database.
6) The most important contribution ot this project may be the
-3-
demonstration that despite the theoretical and operational
difficulties involved, a package could be constructed to
combine these various pieces of information into an integrated
system appropriate to the training and level of resources of a
local manpower planning agency. Furthermore, that these
services could be provided on a computerized basis, using
remote terminals, in order to extend the results gained from a
given level of effort and test the sensitivity of the system
to the variation in its many input variables. We have shown
that local data could not simply be collected, but could be
treated in such a manner as to provide additional information
from the processing of regularly available public and private
data sources.
-4-
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CHAPTER II .
A Multivariate Linear Model for Forecasting Employment
by Industry in the Chicago SMSA
A. PURPOSE OF THE MODEL
The ability to predict the level of industry employment
demand at the Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area level fills
two great needs. First, it allows us to assess the demand side
of the local labor market. Secondly, it allows a decomposition
of industry employment levels into their occupational components.
As we observe these changes in the level of employment over time,
we can combine these changes with our estimates of the changing
occupational patterns in each industry to predict and plan for
the changing levels of skills that our society will demand in the
future. The problems of forecasting employment at the national
level have been widely discussed in its theoretical aspects and
widely tested by an assortment of social scientists and
econometr icians. A wide range of government, academic and
private sector forecasters have specified the levels of
employment that will be achieved in a given economic and social
scenario. Although we cannot foretell the future, we may find
consensus and even occasional accuracy exhibited in many
forecasts at the national level. Naturally this is especially
true in the short run.
Unfor tunatly , the regional analyst is faced with a more
-5-
difficult problem. At first glance we might observe that the
local economy is smaller than the aggregate of whicn it is a part
(and probably also less diversified) and conclude that
forecasting at the local level would be a simpler task. This
would be true except that despite its smaller size and simpler
structure, the local economy may be less well known than its
national counterpart. The regional analyst does not benefit from
a detailed series of data analagous to the national income
accounts for the local region. Additionally, the local economy
is less likely to be the subject of research by institutions such
as government bureaus and universities which could supplement
this limited data and develop more relevant theory. Vve know that
movements in employment and unemployment nationally are the
result of the total fluctuations at all local levels. Yet there
are wide variations in the behavior of local labor markets with
different cyclical and secular movements. Consequently the
observations of employment, wages, and productivity at the
national level may give us insight, yet still be inadequate for a
local forecast. Local conditions must be given an opportunity to
explain local phenomena. Yet with a shortage of resources to
collect local data, and faced with gaps in our knowlege of the
functions of the regional economy, how can we proceed to fill the
information needs of those responsible for the formations of
public and private policy with regard to the local labor market?
Faced with this question we set out to construct a theoretical
framework whose realization would deal directly with the
-6-
following needs.
B. GOALS OF THE MODEL
In view of the users of the model and the uses to which its
results would be put, we set the following goals.
1. We will design a general model of tne local economy. By this
we mean that estimates for each industry will be produced by a
single set of parameters explaining basic economic relationships.
We realize that a given industry may have some peculiarities
whereby special considerations might provide a more accurate
forecast. We encourage the modification of our forecasts based
on additional relevant data, although no attempt will be made to
improve the forecasts at this point. We recognize also that
other forecasters have made a point of specifying separate models
for the manufacturing ana non-manufacturing industries. Our
goal is to present a set of predictor variaoles which will be
good estimators of employment in all industries.
2. The model must demonstrate a high level of accuracy. We
will feel confident of its predictive ability if its estimates
for past periods closely correspond to the observed values for
Malcolm S. Cohen, "On the Feasibility of a Labor
Market Information System", Institute of Labor and
Industrial Relations, University of Michigan- Wayne State
University, Ann Arbor: 1974.
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employment in each industry. We will not be satisfied if the
model does not outperform the "shift-share" approach of local
change as a simple function of change in national employment.
This method is often very accurate in some industries in some
time periods. However, we are looking for an approach which
incorporates more than a forecast based on national trends. We
will include national trends, but also recognize that local
economic and demographic conditions must contribute to the
forecast.
3. The forecasting model must be easy to use. Highly
sophistcated economic forecasts are useless if they are not
easily understood and used by those who have a potential impact
on policy. The simpler the model, the more likely it is to be
used and understood by the policy maker. Consequently we have
designed a model which is driven by a small number of forecast
variables whose values for future periods are either published by
government agencies or calculable by relatively straightforward
means. A small number of variables is used to reduce sources of
possible error and makes it easier to investigate alternative
economic scenarios. No leads, lags, logs or other data
transformations were found which significantly improved the model
to the point of justifying their use. Finally the model should
be made available as an interactive computer service designee in
such a manner as to minimize any technological barriers to non-
technical staff, thereby encouraging its use.
-8-
C. DESCRIPTION
The model is a multivariate linear model specified by
2
ordinary least squares methods. It consists of 50 equations,
including 48 two digit Standard Industrial Classifications along
with an equation for all non-included industries and an equation
for total employment in the SMSA. It was estimated from annual
data obtained from a variety of published sources for the period
1958 to 1974. In some cases data for all years were not
obtainable, but when more than three years were missing, the
industry was dropped as a separate entity and included in the
"other" category. This type of model was chosen as the best
compromise between the available data and the acceptable level of
accuracy desired. Input-Output analysis was discarded as a
possible alternative due to the lack of local coefficients and
the inability to break up local final demand into its individual
components.
We began selecting variables by noting that Chicago demand
forecasts must be developed in parallel with national demand
forecasts. Consequently we selected U.S. industry employment as
our first predictor. Past data for these values are easily
obtainable from the Bureau of Labor Statistics, who also publish
2
statistical routines were adapted from the IBM
Scientific Subroutine Package and are available in MONICA,
an interactive statistical system developed at the Center
for Advanced Computation, University of Illinois.
-9-
forecast values for 1980 and 1985. Future estimates are
published on the basis of a 129 sector Input-Output model and
aggregated up to the appropriate two-digit SIC level. In
addition to national trends, we know that secondary industries
will be affected by the level of demand in the Chicago area and
consequently the size of the Chicago labor force was selected as
a indicator of this demand. We also know that primary industries
in Chicago are heavily dependent on overseas demand for their
goods and so total U.S. exports was included in the model.
Employment in primary industries is known to move along with
general industrial activity, so a Chicago Industrial Index as
developed by Illinois Bell Telephone is also included in the
model. As a gauge of demand from outside Chicago but not
necessarily overseas, we have also included U.S. total
employment. Finally we have included a trend term to account for
changes over time that might not be explicitly determined by any
of the other variables. Not every variable will appear in all
the equations. Any variable which can not account for at least
0.001 of the proportion of variance in any given step will not be
included in the equation for that industry. Using the SMSA total
equation as an example, the standardized form of the equation is:
Y= .75045 USTOT + .55914 INDEX + .36389 CHILF -.33420 TREND -.32929
and the nominal form is:
Y= -15779 + 7.017 USTOT - .7576 INDEX - .065 CHILF + 8.164 TREND -.6
-10-
R-SQUARED= .99796
F-RATIO = 489.299
DF =5
STD-ERR = 18,600
where USTOT = U.S. total civilian non-agricultural employment on a
establishment basis
INDEX = is the Chicago Industrial Index compiled by Illino
Bell Telephone
CHILF = the size of the Chicago SMSA labor force
TREND = a trend term
EXPORTS = total U.S. exports in 1970 dollars
The results of the model specification are shown in the
following table. Forecast values for 1970 are shown along with
actual 1970 figures as reported by the State of Illinois
Department of Labor. The R-squared statistic shows the proportion
of the variance in employment of each industry "explained" by the
estimating equation for the period 1958 to 1973. This statistic
is a general measure of the reliability of fit. Forecasts of
equations with a value close to 1 are more reliable than those
with a value substantially below 1.
-11-
EMPLOYMENT FOR 1970
INDUSTRY SIC FORECAST ACTUAL STD-ERR R
Mining 10 4.476 4.6 0.168 0.97440
Gen Bldg Con 15 27.386 27.5 1.333 0.72571
Genrl Const 16 16.844 15.4 1.055 0.83872
Special Con 17 73.220 75.7 1.337 0.94844
Food & Kindr 20 87.629 88.0 1.080 0.92635
Textiles 22 2.601 2.6 0.386 0.95995
Apparel Prod 23 23.245 22.9 0.437 0.99264
Lumbr & Wood 24 7.608 7.6 0.201 0.85948
Furniture 25 21.719 21.7 0.989 0.72626
Paper-Allied 26 32.813 32.3 0.688 0.95922
Print & Publ 27 96.638 96.4 0.660 0.98880
Chemicals 28 54.315 53.5 0.635 0.99351
Petroleum 29 8.274 8.4 0.290 0.91549
Rubber & PI 30 30.928 31.2 1.060 0.97085
Leather Prod 31 7.320 7.5 0.173 0.97824
Stn Clay Glass 32 19.624 19.7 0.464 0.59270
Prmry Metals 33 68.361 68.0 1.092 0.94502
Fabri Metals 34 106.683 107.2 0.961 0.98573
Nonelec Mach 35 123.477 123.1 1.738 0.98059
Elec Equip 36 151.154 150.9 4.474 0.91657
Trans Equip 37 28.216 28.1 1.776 0.57492
Instruments 38 34.786 34.2 0.910 0.96630
Misc Mfg 39 28.934 28.4 0.630 0.86063
Rail Trans 40 37.060 38.2 0.748 0.99676
Local Trans 41 12.535 12.6 0.154 0.97333
Trucking Etc 42 56.261 51.9
'
1.653 0.86215
Air Trans 45 24.076 24.2 0.409 0.99620
Com & Utility 48 65.716 65.6 2.207 0.81257
W Sale Trade 50 221.614 222.8 1.729 0.99467
Gen Trade 53 131.123 130.0 1.960 0.98978
Food Stores 54 70.997 71.5 0.798 0.98725
Auto Dealers 55 41.546 41.5 0.731 0.95342
Apparel Sale 56 34.182 33.4 0.482 0.97550
Banking 60 44.389 44.6 0.215 0.99900
Credit Agnts 61 16.363 16.3 0.071 0.99871
Securities 62 10.426 10.4 0.056 0.99891
Insurance 63 54.046 54.4 0.297 0.99706
Hotels 70 25.996 25.8 0.350 0.38260
Prsnl Srvces 72 43.432 43.2 0.604 0.94793
Misc Bus Srvs 73 88.295 88.3 0.786 0.99743
Auto Repair 75 13.172 14.3 0.028 0.99987
Misc Repair 76 7.237 7.5 0.091 0.99414
Filming 78 6.657 6.5 0.141 0.88632
Amusement 79 17.507 17.6 0.109 0.99628
Med & Hlth Srv 80 117.565 115.9 0.198 0.99992
Federal Govt 91 76.367 78.3 1.455 0.91431
State Govt 92 35.185 33.8 0.901 0.98604
Local Govt 93 258.360 249.1 1.262 0.99947
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Serious students of the general linear model may observe
that our selection of variables may provide some problems from a
theoretical point of view. Consider the following correlation
matrix of independent variables.
trend ustot exports index chilf
trend 1
ustot .98769 1
exports .96375 .96741 1
index .98853 .99280 .97531 1
chilf .82946 .85353 .71305 .81316 1
It is obvious from these statistics that the variables are highly
correlated and consequently exhibit a large, although not
perfect, degree of multicoll inear ity . This might make us suspect
of the significance of the estimators. However we should recall
that the purpose of the model is to provide a forecast rather
than to test the structure of the relationship in a "causal"
sense. As long as the addition of the variable enhances our
ability to predict, we are not concerned that its effects on the
predicted variable may not be distinguishable from those of the
variables with which it is highly correlated. Charles R. Frank
writes on this subject.
3
"We have seen that multicoll inear ity makes the variance of
estimates quite large and makes it difficult to determine
the significance of variables. Multicoll inear ity , however,
does NOT destroy the unbiasedness and efficiency of least-
squares estimators. Furthermore, estimates of the sampling
3 Charles R. Frank, Jr. Statistics and Econometrics ,
Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc., NY:1971.
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variance of the parameters are unbiased. Thus one can have
the usual degree of confidence in tests of hypotheses."
He continues by noting that this is especially true if the
relation between the variables is expected to continue in the
future.
In addition to multicoll inear ity one might suggest a
difficulty brought about by simultaneity. The national totals
include a portion of employment from the Chicago area. However,
previous work at CAC on a similar model for the state of Illinois
has demonstrated that the effect is very small and not worth the
trouble of subtracting out the local effect. In fact, for
predictive purposes this might even be considered detrimental.
In any event, we assume that this is even more true for Chicago,
which is a subset of the state.
With these theoretical difficulties behind us and not
wishing to be overly dogmatic, we may draw some general
conclusions about employment in the SMSA from the form of the
standardized equation for total SMSA employment.
First we note that the primary determinant of local
employment is employment at the national level. This was our
hypothesis at the outset and certainly seems reasonable as
Chicago represents a diversified economy, many of whose goods and
services are "exported" to other regions. The second coefficient
tells us that the industrial index is a sizable and significant
predictor of local employment. This is consistent with Chicago's
-14-
economic base and yet should be cause for concern given the
behavior of manufacturing employment in the last two recessions.
This is also of short term concern given the current level of the
index. Its third quarter 1975 value is 109.0, only 9 points above
its 1967 level, fully 18.7 points behind its third quarter 1973
peak, and still 7 points behind the national index. The CHILF
variable behaves and contributes in line with what we expect.
The TREND term is important in that it is negatively related to
local employment. This underlines the fact that Chicago is a
relatively mature economy whose growth can be expected to be
below past levels over the long run. Finally we have the EXPORT
variables which is fairly large but negatively related also. The
sign of this coefficient may be the result of the movement from
export to service industries in the local and national level, and
consequently total local employment is less generously impacted
by export demand. More probably, the coefficient is not
particularly signifcant as it was the last variable entered into
the equation, and its true predictive ability is largely masked
by the variables which preceded it into the equation.
D. SOURCES OF DATA AND FORECAST VALUES
USTOT values were obtained from "Employment and Earnings
United States 1909-1972" U.S. Dept of Labor pp. 1312-1319 and the
"Statistical Abstract of the United States- 1974" U.S. Dept of
Commerce, Bureau of the Census. Table 542. These figures are
civilian non-institutional workers aged 16 and over working in
non-agricultural industries. Current figures may be found in the
-15-
"Survey of Current Business". Short term forecasts can be
obtained from the CAC short term model as described in Chapter 5.
Longer run forecasts are available from the Bureau of Labor
Statistics, various private forecasting organizations, or your
own estimates.
INDEX is the index of industrial activity compiled by
Illinois Bell Telephone. Components of the index include man-
hours in manufacturing, commercial use of electric power, steel
production, railroad carloadings and construction in progress.
The index has been calculated monthly since 1920. The data is
indexed to a 1967 value of 100. Forecasts of this variable can
be derived by observing its own past trend and its relationship
to the national index of industrial activity published by the
Federal Reserve Board.
CHILF is the size of the Chicago SMSA labor force as
reported by the State of Illinois Bureau of Labor Statistics in
the monthly "Manpower Trends". Recent values are obtainable from
the Bureau's Research and Statistics Division. Forecast values
can be derived by observing labor force participation rates
combined with forecasts of the SMSA population such as those
published by the State of Illinois Bureau of the Budget.
EXPORTS is U.S. total exports on an adjusted dollar basis
for any given year. For 1960,1962, and 1964-73 export figures
were calculated by the actual dollar amount of export found in
the Statistical Abstract-1974 , Table 1324, divided by the value
per unit index in Table 1323. The index is based on 1970
-16-
dollars. For 1958-9,1961, and 1963, the value per unit index
found in Statistical Abstract-1965 was used. This index, based on
1957 -1959 averages, was matched to the 1970 base index.
Estimates in terms of 1970 dollars were made and then the
calculations were made to find the value of exports based on 1970
dollars.
Current values of EXPORTS can be derived from data published
in the "Survey of Current Business". The published figure must
be divided by the appropriate export price deflator found in
Table 16 of the Survey, then multiplied by the difference between
the 1967 and 1970 dollar values (1.22). Forecast values are best
derived from extrapolation of past trends combined with an
estimate of relative exchange rates.
E. FORECAST User's Guide
In order to achieve our goal of making the model useful as a
forecasting tool of true potential impact, we have designed and
coded a relatively general computer program to drive the model's
coefficients with the user's own parameters and generate the
results interactively at a terminal. The entire process takes
about two minutes. The program is called FORECAST.
Program Name : FORECAST
Invocation : FORECAST
Description :
-17-
FORECAST is a Fortran program resident on the pdp-11
Unix Network system at CAC . It quizzes the user for the values
of five parameters at the terminal. Additional input is in the
form of two disk files containing the coefficients of the
equations and the values for U.S. industry employment for 1970,
1980, and 1985. Output is written to the standard output (usually
the user's terminal), but may be diverted to a Unix file as in
the following invocation.
FORECAST >OUTPUT.1980
Modifications to the coefficients can be made by editing the
input files using a standard editor.
We are pleased with the accuracy of the resultant values but
emphasize that the forecasts will be no better than the accuracy
of the estimated parameters. Furthermore the model is sensitive
to minor changes. The user will note that changes in parameter
values will generate changes in the forecast values. We have
observed that over 90 percent of the movements will occur with
the proper direction and magnitude that one would expect. The
model may be more useful ultimately in understanding the flows of
employment rather than the levels. Nevertheless, we encourage
great care in the selection of the values for the forecast
parameters.
INPUT FILES :
Coefficients for the equations are located in file
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FORECAST. DATA. The file consists of a twelve character
identifier for the industry followed by 6 coefficients in a f8.5
format, followed immediately by a fll.5 field for the intercept
constant followed by a two digit integer identifying the SIC of
this industry. The file contains 50 rows, one for each industry.
The file must be present in the working directory from which
FORECAST is being run.
EMPLOYMENT.DAT contains the values for the projected levels
of U.S. industry employment in 1970,1980, and 1985. These values
were currently obtained from the BLS 129 sector Input-Output
model. Any corresponding values from other forecasts of private
non-agricultural employment may be substituted to suit the
investigator's needs. The format of the file is three 10 digit
integers (one for each year) follwed by a two digit SIC
identifer. The file contains 50 rows and must be located in the
working directory from which FORECAST is run.
The user will be prompted for the values of the parameters
relevant to this run. Data may be typed in free field format,
either integers, real numbers, or in scientific notation.
OUTPUT FILES :
The main output from FORECAST consists of a table of
industry names and employment values and will be printed on the
user's console unless otherwise diverted. In addition to this
output a Unix disk file is created with the title XD_CH_DEMAND.
This file is of the exact form as the input file described in
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Chapter III under program XX_DEMAND. It contains the industry
row identifiers along with the employment totals generated by
this run of FORECAST. Note that these figures are forecast on
the total employment concept rather than on the person concept,
and should be adjusted according to the discussion in the next
chapter before being used as input to XX_DEMAND. Also note that
subsequent runs of the FORECAST program will generate a new
version so that any existing copy of the file will be
overwritten. To save the previous contents, use the Unix "mv"
command.
SAMPLE RUN :
We include here a sample of the output of the program as diverted
to a Unix file and included here. Note that the users responses
are not included in the output, and that the user in this
instance will have to type in the values at the terminal without
the aid of the prompts the program usually types to the terminal.
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what is the projection year?
what is your projected value of u.s. total expor ts?<billions of 1
what is the projected value of the industrial index?<1967=100>
what is your estimate of u.s. total employment?<millions>
what is your estimate of the Chicago labor f orce?<millions>
employment for 1970industry sic
10
forecast Of 1
mining 4. 504
gen bldg con 15 28. 298
genrl constr 16 16. 663
special con 17 72.,962
ordnance 19 3. 457
food & kindr 20 87.,759
textiles 22 2.,520
apparel 23 23.,269
lumr & wood 24 7.,566
furniture 25 21.,459
paper , allied 26 32.,889
pr int&publsh 27 96.,514
chemicals 28 54..357
petroleum 29 8.,212
rubber&plst 30 31.,062
leather prod 31 7.,377
stnclayglass 32 19.,698
prmry metals 33 68..339
fabri metals 34 106,.970
mach,ex elec 35 123..546
elec machnry 36 152..003
trans equip 37 28,.189
prof equip 38 34,.821
misc mfg 39 29,.061
rail trans 40 38,.228
local trans 41 12,.542
trucking ,etc 42 54,.844
air trans 45 24,.162
comm&utility 48 66,.174
w'sale trade 50 222,.296
genrl merch 53 131,.817
food stores 54 71,.227
auto dealers 55 41,.988
apparel sale 56 34,.145
banking 60 44,.617
credit agnts 61 16,.379
stcl-err
0. 163
0. 945
1. 019
1. 300
0.,312
1.,140
0.,379
0,,434
0,,201
0,.719
0,.709
0.,657
0,,660
0,,307
0,,910
0..167
0.,481
0..963
0,,778
1..576
3..944
1,.955
0,.991
0..472
1..079
0..162
1,.375
0,.324
1,.010
1,.697
2,.089
0,.815
0,.748
0,.416
0,.107
0,.057
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securities 62 10.426
insurance 63 54.183
hotel, motel 70 26.024
prsnl srvces 72 43.448
misc bus srv 73 88.657
auto repair 75 13.953
other repair 76 7.322
pic theaters 78 6.697
misc entert 79 17.602
med&hlth srv 80 117.565
fed govt 91 76.749
state govt 92 35.185
local govt 93 258.360
other inds 99 417.220
total employ 2986.803
durable mfg 595.110
nondurable mfg 343.957
nonmanuf actur ing 2054.236
total of estimates 2993.304
0.,056
0.,196
0..388
0,.502
1,.300
0,.172
0,.111
0..040
0,.238
0,,198
1,.205
0..901
1,.262
2,.667
18..600
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CHAPTER III ,
A Method for Forecasting Occupational Employment in
The Chicago SMSA
A. SPECIFICATION OF THE MODEL
In order to estimate and forecast the level of employment
by occupation in the Chicago SMSA, we have used the occupation
and industry data from the 1970 Census in the form known as the
industry-occupation matrix. We feel that this method brings the
maximum amount of local data to bear on the problem while still
providing an accurate, general, and easy-to-use forecasting
system. This method approximates that described as Projection
Method "B" in the Bureau of Labor Statistic's "Tomorrow's
Manpower Needs".
Both the CAC and BLS approaches begin by generating
forecasts of employment by industry and then allocating the
levels of employment to each occupation based on some estimated
ratio of occupation to industry employment. The BLS forecasts
national levels of industry employment using regression analysis,
input-output analysis and individual industry studies. CAC
generates similar estimates for the Chicago SMSA using a 50
sector multiple regression model previously described. At this
point we could substitute the Chicago estimates for the U.S.
estimates and the Chicago employment ratios with the national
ratios and proceed with the forecast along the lines of "Method
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B". This would involve updating a local base period matrix (1960)
by occupational change factors projected to occur at the national
level. These change factors are then applied to the local area's
projected industry employmen t to obtain projected occupational
totals. Since the only change factors currently available are
for the 1960 to 1975 period, this method for Chicago would be:
n
Lj(1975) = \ F ij (75)
/ . L ij (60) . L i(75)
— F ij (60)
i=l
where
:
L ij is Chicago employment ratio in industry "i" and occu
Li is Chicago employment in industry "i" in a given yea
L j is Chicago employment in occupation "j" in a given y
F ij is the national ratio of occupation "j" to total
employment in national industry "i" in a given year
The resultant forecast from this approach would be better
than a shot in the dark, but one could seriously question its
accuracy. The primary reason for doubt is the fact that the
change factors were calculated in the late 1960's to go up to
1975. Since we are now in 1975, these change factors simply
don't reflect the current situation. An indicator of their
weakness is the fact that they were calculated with the
assumption that unemployment in 1975 would be 3 percent,
obviously far from the truth. These inaccuracies only compound
the fact that tl\ese are national, not Chicago, trends and subject
to errors by definition.
At the time this effort was undertaken, the change factors
for future projections were not available. CAC is shortly to
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receive the 1980 and 1985 projected matrices wnich will allow the
calculation of new change factors, although not in time for
inclusion in this project. However, the local data for 1970 are
now available, and we can substitue this information for "Method
B"'s projected figures. This substitution will provide a more
powerful forecast which will more accurately reflect the true
occupational composition of local industry employment. The
disadvantage of this approach is that it requires the assumption
that occupational employment in an industry does not change
significantly over time. Certainly in the short run this will be
true, but longer run forecasts may be less accurate because we
have no local or national future matrix at this time by which to
adjust the 1970 figures.
Having resigned ourselves to this possible source of error
we recall that the occupational demand in a given industry will
be the product of the matrix ratio and the projected total SMSA
employment in the industry for the forecast year. This will
yield a matrix of employment by occupation in each industry.
Since the data are arranged as a matrix whose rows represent
industries and whose columns represent occupations, total
occupational demand will be the column sums of the matrix. The
current configuration provides for 470 occupations and
occupational groups in 50 two digit Standard Industrial
Classifications. Please note that the original data matrix does
not contain totals for occupational aggregates such as
professional , manager ial , clerical, etc. Consequently, printed
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output from this model will contain true subtotals and not
estimates based on ratios for occupational groups.
B. CHARACTERISTICS OF THE DATA
The data for this study were obtained through the Bureau of
the Budget of the State of Illinois as file
PROJ.SM1600.R21MTRX.C7070. When utilizing these data it should
be noted that there are several sources of possible error. These
can be classified generally as definitional and data collection
errors. They become apparent when looking at the raw data.
Total employment for the Chicago SMSA for 1970 averaged 2 971 700
civilian workers as reported by the Illinois State Employment
Service. The corresponding total from the Census matrix is 2 484
798 workers or a difference of 486 902. There is even a
discrepancy in different sources of Census data as Table 87 of
report PC(1)-C15 lists 3 086 454 as the total of employed persons
16 and over.
The most important source of discrepancy in these data is
due to the fact that the Census data basically represent a count
of persons whereas the Employment Service data represent a count
of jobs. Consequently, multiple job holders will show up holding
one primary job in the former figures, but be reported twice in
the latter. The BLS recommends that these differences can be
resolved by using the ratios of total national employment to wage
and salary employment as published in "Tomorrow's Manpower
Needs", Appendix D. However, we seriously question the accuracy
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of these data and the appropriateness of applying these national
adjustment factors to the local level. Applying these factors for
the 1970 data yields a total of 174 912 or a total difference of
about 6 percent, with larger variations in some individual
industries.
A more appropriate method might be to adjust the local
industry figures on the basis of the 1970 Chicago differences.
If for example, Food and Kindred were reported as having 110
workers by the Bureau of Employment Security (or the forecast
model) and the Census reported 100 workers, then the forecast
figures could be reduced by 10 percent to obtain the adjusted
figure to input to the occupational forecasting programs. It
should be noted that this method would also correct for other
systematic errors as long as these effects remained relatively
constant. The choice of adjustment method has been left to the
individual investigator and has therefore not been included in
the computer programs. The latter method is recommended however
and the appropriate adjustment factors have been stored in the
MONICA database under the name ADJUST.
Some additional error is of course the result of the fact
that the Census totals are the result of a 20 percent sample
rather than complete coverage. Consequently a 5 percent survey
error could generate a maximum 25 percent total error.
Furthermore the individual may classify himself in an industry
which is different from the SIC number used by the employment
service. We know of no discussion in the literature of the
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magnitude of this self -reporting induced error. Additionally an
establishment may produce more than one type of product, yet
still have only one SIC classification. For its part, the
Employment Service bases its estimates on a survey of 6000
establishments throughout the state. Naturally only a portion of
these are in Chicago. Since this method concentrates on the
older and larger establishments, survey bias is a likely cause of
additional error in these estimates. Survey results are not
perfect and the occupational forecasts should be viewed with this
in mind.
The range in discrepancies between the two sources is from
one percent for both Auto Dealers and Trucking to more than 80
percent for local government and Local Transportation. The
smaller values are well within the range of random data
collection error whereas the latter represent obvious
definitional discrepancies. It should be noted that the three
levels of government; federal, state and local, are all sizeably
overestimated in the Employment Service figures. This is due to
the fact that the Census allocates to government many workers
employed by industries representing the activity in which they
are involved. A municipal bus driver, for example, would be
considered under local government by the Employment Service, but
under Local Transportation by the Census. It is not clear how
this type of employment could be accurately redistributed.
C. SOFTWARE DESIGN.
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In designing the software for the occupational forecasting
system, we recognized that we are dealing with a rather
fragmented process. The forecast is the result of many
individual steps, each of which may have a different impact on
the results given different approaches to the problem. Our main
concern was in allowing the investigator ease of execution while
preserving the ability to alter only specific steps in the
process. For this reason we decided against a single large
program and chose instead to provide a series of software
modules, each of which completed a segment of the model and each
of which could be executed independently of the others.
D. PROGRAM DESCRIPTION AND USER GUIDE
Program Name : PROC
Invocation : PROC < INPUT MATRIX> < INDEX FILE> <OUTPUT MATRIX)
Description :
PROC reads the 201 by 470 Industry Occupation matrix as
provided by the State of Illinois Bureau of the Budget. It will
operate on any state or SMSA matrix as described in "State/SMSA
Matrix Tapes General Description" which has been provided to the
Mayor's Office of Manpower. This program produces a UNIX disk
file containing the industry row identifiers from the tape and
the corresponding values for the industry in each occupation
stored in pdp-11 internal floating point format.
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INPUT FILES :
The input matrix file must consist of 7036 byte records. No
inter-record separator mark can or should be used, hence the tile
should contain a multiple of 7036 bytes. The input file can be
either a UNIX disk file or a magnetic tape drive on the
pdp-11/50. The program detects the use of magnetic tape by the
file name used at invocation (e.g. /dev/rmt0) so that no special
provision need be made for using tape.
OUTPUT FILES :
The first output file referred to in the invocation as
<INDEX FILE> is a UNIX disk file containing information relevant
to the structure of the <MATRIX FILE>. This file contains three
items. First is the row number of each entry into the <MATRIX
FILE>. These numbers should proceed from 1 to 201 in order.
Secondly will be an entry such as "ic=411900". This is the
number of the unique industry code used in the <INPUT MATRIX>.
Finally there will be an entry such as "tot = 1898.0". This
is the total number of individuals reported as being employed in
this industry.
The next output file is the industry-occupation matrix in a
form referred to here as a "standard matrix file". This file has
an arbitrary number of records, each of which consists of a ten
character arbitrary identifier followed by 470 floating point
values (2 bytes each). The file contains no inter-record
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separator mark. The ten character identifier will be the
industry row number as provided on the tape.
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Program Name : MAPPER
Invocation : MAPPER <MAP FILE> <DETAILED MATRIX> <AGGREGATED MAT
Description :
The industry-occupation matrix contains data for 201
industries. Since Chicago industry employment data for this
disaggregated level is not available, we have no reliable means
to forecast employment by industry at tnis detailed level, and
consequently cannot use the matrix at this level of aggregation.
In order to aggregate industries into more useable groups,
program MAPPER takes a "standard array file" and a "map
file" as described in section C. and creates another "standard
array file" as its output. The first standard array file is the
disaggregated matrix as received from BLS and reformatted oy
program PROC. The map file is essentially a correspondence table
consisting of the row numbers of the large matrix and the row
numbers of the new matrix to which they will be assigned, and the
output file is the resultant aggregated matrix. The current
configuration is a 50 sector model of two digit SIC groups.
Should forecasts of employment by smaller industry detail be
available, an appropriate matrix could easily be constructed.
INPUT FILES :
The "standard array file " which is the disaggregated matrix
has been described previously under PROC. The MAP FILE is
designed for hand creation using any editor ( such as ED). It
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consists of records which are: First, a ten-byte source
identifier containing the industry row number from the original
tape, Second, a ten-byte output identifier which is the row
number of the aggregated matrix to which this industry will be
assigned and Third, the usual editor's record terminator
(carriage return). A MAP FILE will therefore be a multiple of 21
bytes. Each input row's identifier is searched for in the map-
file's source identifiers. If no match is found, the row is
discarded; otherwise, it is written out with the output
identifier replacing its source identifier.
The above description is a simplification. Before the input
array is read, the mapping information is sorted by its output
identifiers. Each unique output identifier and all its
associated input identifiers are then tabulated on the teletype.
Each unique output identifier receives a sequential record number
in the output array. Multiple references to a given output
identifier result in a summation of the referent input. Finally,
a tabulation is given of the number of input rows that were
summed into each output row. Note that the map-file declaration
of an output identifier allocates the disk space. If there are
no input rows mapped into this space, it will leave a hole in the
file. This can be foreseen when the tabulation of the number of
rows summed shows zero. Care taken to create the map file
correctly will pay off in the long run.
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Program Name : PRINTER
Invocation : PRINTER <MATRIX FILE> <PRINTOUT FILE>
Description :
The PRINTER program takes any MATRIX FILE (see description
of "standard array file" under PROC) and generates an output file
which is used to list the entire contents of the matrix in a
format suitable for the lineprinter. Note that it prints out the
occupational totals and not the ratios as are published for the
nation in "Tomorrow's Manpower Needs". The leftmost column of
the printout is the row number of the matrix, the rightmost
column is the industry identifier. The intervening columns
represent the count of persons in the occupation listed at the
top of the column. Due to space limitations the occupation
number, rather than name, is printed at the top. The name to
which the number corresponds can be found in appendix A.
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Program Name : DEMAND
Invocation : DEMAND <MATRIX FILE> <INDUSTRY DEMAND> <RESULTS>
Description :
The DEMAND program is the heart of the occupational forecasting
model. DEMAND begins by taking each cell of the industry-occupation
matrix and dividing it by total employment in this industry to
produce an occupational ratio. Since the total employment in
this industry is the appropriate row sum of the matrix we have:
A ij
R =
201
\
/ A
i
i = l
where i=row number (industry)
j=column number (occupation)
R=the employment ratio
A=the industry-occupation matrix
The projected employment for the forecast period is then
produced ty multiplying this ratio by the expected demand for
employment in this industry as stored in the <INDUSTRY DEMAND>
input file. This gives a 50 X 201 order employment matrix
whose column sums represent total demand for this occupation.
201
E = \ R * E
J / j i
where E = forecast employment in industry i
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1E = total forecast employment in
j occupation j
R = the occupational ratio for
ij occupation in this industry
INPUT FILES :
The first input file is the MATRIX FILE to be used in this
forecast. It has the characteristics of the "standard matrix
file" described under PROC. The Second input file is the DEMAND
file. it contains two columns of numbers in the format of a
"standard array file". The first column is the industry
identifier and the second is the projected employment in each
industry. The column sums of the aggregated matrix are printed
here as an example of the correct format. Note that SIC 99 has
been provided to account for all employment not covered elsewhere
in the model. An appropriate forecast is provided by the
industry demand model.
10 4497
15 27215
16 16702
17 73009
19 3000
20 87335
22 2604
23 23222
24 7588
25 21756
26 32864
27 96670
28 54265
29 8240
30 30884
31 7352
32 19625
33 68459
34 106677
35 123682
36 151034
37 28296
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38 34708
39 28999
40 37221
41 12560
42 56213
45 24076
48 65622
50 221155
53 130968
54 70808
55 41444
56 34096
60 44389
61 16363
62 10426
63 54016
70 25990
72 43387
73 88295
75 13150
76 7223
78 6657
79 17462
80 117565
91 76499
92 35098
93 258162
99 417220
OUTPUT FILES :
The output from the DEMAND program is stored in a single file
which will have the name of the third argument of the invocation.
This file will contain the column number, the associated total, the
name of the occupation and the column identifier from the original
matrix. Since the original matrix contained no summary groups, thi
file will show zeros for these totals. If you are only interested
in detailed groups this is as far as you need to go. If you want
the summary group total use program SUBTOT.
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Program Name : SUBTOT
Invocation : SUBTOT
Description :
SUBTOT aggregates the detailed occupational projections
resulting from the output of DEMAND into the appropriate
occupational groups. These occupations are generally those whose
rightmost four digits of the matrix column identifier are zero.
In addition SUBTOT will print out the demand for each
occupation based on replacement needs. These include replacement
due to both death and retirement in the forecast year. Note that
this is not the total replacement needs between the current and
forecast years, but solely replacement demand in the forecast
year alone. The data used to derive these figures were obtained
from a special tabulation of 1970 Census data for the state of
Illinois. These are state figures rather than Chicago figures,
but far exceed the quality of any alternative available data.
Occupations with a significantly higher percentage of older
workers will have higher replacement needs. No figures are given
for those groups considered as "apprentice" occupations. Note
that these figures are used for any forecast year, so the farther
into the future one forecasts, the less reliable are the
replacement totals.
INPUT FILES :
The input file to this program is the output file from
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DEMAND. The input file is the first argument to the program
(i.e. the intermediate results). It is the untotaled output from
the DEMAND program containing zeros for all non-detailed
occupational codes.
OUTPUT FILES :
The output file will be named by the second argument to the
program. This file will normally be created on Unix disk and has
the name given in the invocation. If desired, the output can be
printed directly on the terminal if the device name of the
terminal is known (type WHO AM I for your device name and precede
it by "/dev" . Thus a typical invocation might be:
SUBTOT CHI. RESULTS /DEV/TTYl
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CHAPTER IV.
Short -Term Models of Employment and Unemployment
A. INTRODUCTION
In this section we present a number of models of short-term
unemployment and employment. A large number of possible models
were estimated, but we decided, for reasons of space, only to
present those aiming one quarter (three months) and one year
ahead of the last month for which estimated base data were
available.
We examined the benefits and losses associated with using
models that included only data that could be assumed to be
currently available. The forecasting models for Chicago SMSA
short-term employment and unemployment using only currently
available data appear to be useful, but the reliability of the
forecasts improved if national forecasts of GNP, industrial
production, and employment or unemployment were included. The
long-term GNP projection model developed by BEA and adapted by
CAC is neither maintained nor available as a short-term model,
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but quantitative forecasts from models provided by various
commercial services may be useful. These include Data Resources,
Inc. of Lexington, Massachusetts, Chase Econometric Associates,
Inc., and Wharton EFA, Inc. In the Chicago models which use
"forecast" data, we did not utilize such forecasts but used the
actual national series with various leads. The reason for this
is that the commercial forecasting firms constantly readjust and
reestimate their equations in order to correct for bias. Hence,
use of the firm forecast figures would build into the Chicago
models adjustments for past biases that it can be assumed are
already taken into account in the firm forecasts.
We first developed models current data to forecast
employment and unemployment in the Chicago SMSA with a three
month lead. These results are presented in sections B and C.
Next, we used U.S. series with leads in the forecasting model to
predict Chicago employment and unemployment. These are presented
in sections D and E. Data sources are discussed in section F.
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B. THE SHORT-TERM UNEMPLOYMENT MODEL
The objective of the short-term unemployment forecasting
model is to provide some guidance in evaluated expected labor
market conditions in the city. Because of data limitations, the
model was developed using SMSA data. There is, however, a close
correspondence between City and SMSA unemployment, so that it is
to be expected that a standard conversion between SMSA estimated
unemployment levels and City levels can be developed. In 1973,
for instance, total SMSA unemployment for Chicago was 130,000 (as
an annual average) while central city unemployment averaged
466,000 or 51 per cent of the SMSA total.
The theoretical concept underlying the model is similar in
motivation to that underlying the long-term occupational
forecasting model. Chicago unemployment can be expected to
reflect the economic conditions of Chicago ana of the United
States. When the U. S. economy is strong it can be expected that
future Chicago unemployment will tend to be low, and similarly
when the Chicago economy is strong. Unemployment is usually
thought of as being a coincident or confirming variable with
respect to the business cycle, so that current conditions may be
hoped to provide a basis for a reasonably believable forecast.
4 U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics,
Handbook of Labor Statistics , Washington: U.S. Government
Printing OfTice, 1974, table 52.
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We examined a number of variables for inclusion in the
model. For the United States the key variables appear to be
constant dollar GNP (designated in the equation as GNPCD) , the
seasonally adjusted Federal Reserve Board Index of Industrial
Production (FRBI) , total U.S. civilian employment (USEMPL) , U.S.
unemployment (USUNEM) , and a linear trend term intended to
capture the effects of omitted variables. The Chicago variables
include Chicago SMSA unemployment (CHUNEM) and Chicago SMSA
employment (CHEMPL) . In addition to these variables a set of
dummy variables named for eleven months (all except January) are
included. Because unemployment is strongly influenced by
seasonal factors these seasonal dummy variables can be expected
to play a significant role in the forecasting model.
A number of experiments were made. Unemployment, like many
economic variables, is highly autoregressive , so that a
reasonably good model can be built using only lagged values of
the unemployment rate itself. Such a model is of little help in
the forecasting task, however, because of the delays in
availability of the estimate of unemployment. For a forecasting
model to be useful it is necessary for the model to consist
entirely of variables which are available fairly soon after the
month.
One example of a model which has a long enough lead to be
useful but still results in a high level of explanation of the
forecast variable is given in Table 4. In this example, the
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forecast variable leads the predictors by three months. Even so,
88 per cent ot the variance in unemployment is explained by the
variables included in the equation, and the multiple correlation
coefficient (corrected for degrees of freedom) is 0.92, which is
reasonably high for an application of this sort. The equation
suffers from extreme mul ticollinear ity and the signs of many of
the coefficients are unexpected. For instance, the partial
regression coefficient of Chicago unemployment on Chicago
unemployment three months earlier is positive, as expected, but
not very significant. In fact, inclusion of this variable in
the equation reduces the significance of the F-test for
regression and increases the adjusted standard error of the
estimate, and should therefore be omitted from the estimating
equation. This is advantageous, of course, since unemployment is
a problem variable which has not been readily available. The 11
seasonal variables are not all significant, but considered as a
set (as is generally considered appropriate) they explain a very
large fraction of the total variance. An incorrectly signed
variable is U.S. unemployment, but it is not very significant
judged from its standard error alone. It enters a stepwise
regression as the second variable, however, and this indicates
that its incorrect sign and large standard error are simply
evidence of multicollinear ity . Chicago employment is also
incorrectly signed and has a large standard error, obvious
consequences of multicoll inear ity . Both the Federal Reserve
Board Index of Industrial Production and constant dollar GNP are
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correctly signed, but GNPCD is not very significant and could
probably be omitted from the equation with little loss. The
trend term is a very important explanatory variable.
Considering all of the factors, together with the question
of availability of data, leads to a conclusion that a model which
has some promise of forecasting Chicago SMSA unemployment three
months ahead could be developed from the seasonal and trend
variables, and the Federal Reserve Board Index of Industrial
Production. This simplified model has been estimated (Table 5).
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Table 4. Short-Term Unemployment Regression
Dependent Variable is CHUNE3, Chicago SMSA Unemployment
with a three month lead
Cumulative Proportion of Sum of Squares Explained 0.88
F-Ratio of Sum of Squares Due to Regression 18.68
Multiple Correlation Coefficient 0.94
Adjusted Multiple Correlation Coefficient 0.92
Standard Error of Estimate 7.96
Adjusted Standard Error of Estimate 9.30
Intercept Constant 562.6627
Independent Partial Regression Standard Error
Variable Coefficient of Regression T-Value
USUNEM
CHEMPL
GNPCD
TREND
FRBI
FEBRUARY
MARCH
APRIL
MAY
JUNE
JULY
AUGUST
SEPTEMBER
OCTOBER
NOVEMBER
DECEMBER
-8.2893
0.0381
-0.1937
2.3544
-3.6514
7.3387
15.3452
34.7802
-5.5491
-11.2124
-23.0199
-10.7375
-14.5859
-14.4086
-7.6599
-10.0168
7.1159
0.0376
0.1352
0.4525
1.1049
5.1552
5.1050
6.1967
7.4500
6.4080
5.6883
5.4799
5.5355
7.2731
6.6813
6.7771
-1.1649
1.0133
-1.4326
5.2033
-3.3049
1.4236
3.0059
5.6127
-0.7448
-1.7497
-4.0469
-1.9594
-2.6350
-1.9811
-1.1465
-1.4780
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Table 5. Unemployment Regression Using National Variables
Dependent Variable is CHUNE3, Chicago SMSA Unemployment
with a three month lead
Cumulative Proportion of Sum of Squares Explained
F-Ratio of Sum of Squares Due to Regression
Multiple Correlation Coefficient
Adjusted Multiple Correlation Coefficient
Standard Error of Estimate
Adjusted Standard Error of Estimate
Intercept Constant
0..82
32,.93
0,.91
0,.90
8,.76
9,.28
450,.0560
Independent Partial Regression Standard Error
Variable Coefficient of Reqression T-Value
FRBI -3.1617 0.3411 -9.2699
TREND 1.5669 0.1782 8.7927
FEBRUARY 11.0980 4.2348 2.6206
MARCH 22.2893 4.2282 5.2716
APRIL 45.4567 4.2252 10.7585
MAY 8.7345 4.2222 2.0687
JULY -14.8708 4.2160 -3.5273
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C. THE SHORT-TERM EMPLOYMENT MODEL
The movement of short-term employment in Chicago should
reflect national economic trends. To predict or forecast
employment levels several months ahead from past data alone
implies a belief in the independence of Chicago's economy from
that of the United States that is difficult to hold.
Nevertheless, using only such data we developed a forecasting
equation for three months ahead.
As with the unemployment data, only SMSA data were
available. In 1973, central city employment averaged 1,271,000
or 43 per cent of the SMSA total of 2,984,000. 5 The pattern of
movement of employment for the SMSA is likely to be reflected in
the pattern for the central city.
The variables investigated include the Federal Reserve Board
Index of Industrial Production, the quarterly estimate of
constant dollar GNP, Chicago SMSA employment, Chicago SMSA
unemployment, U.S. employment, U.S. unemployment, trend and
monthly dummy variables.
Using Chicago SMSA employment for three months in the future
as the dependent variable, a reasonably good fit was obtained.
5
U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics,
Handbook of Labor Statistics , 1974 Washington: U.S.
Government Printing Office, table 52.
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The best equation form explained 70 per cent of the variance in
the Chicago employment variable with an adjusted coefficient of
multiple correlation of 0.79. The adjusted standard error of
estimate for employment was 35 thousand. The results for this
equation are shown in Table 6.
The equation is afflicted with multicoll inear ity , and two of
the coefficient signs are unsatisfactory. U.S. employment has a
negative sign, and Chicago unemployment has a positive sign.
Another equation has a coefficient of multiple correlation
almost as high, and is somewhat simpler. This equation, given in
Table 7, has an adjusted correlation coefficient of 0.76 and a
standard error of estimate of>36 thousand. It may prove to be
particularly useful because it does not include any specifically
Chicago variables. Here again, however, there are problems of
multicollinear ity , since the Federal Reserve Board Index has a
negative sign, contrary to expectation.
It is difficult to decide which of these equations will be
more effective in forecasting, and substantially more testing
would seem to be desirable. Nevertheless, as with the short-term
unemployment model, there are promising results which should be
of considerable interest.
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Table 6. Short-Term Employment Regression
Dependent Variable is CHEMP3, Chicago SMSA Employment
with a three month lead
Cumulative Proportion of Sum of Squares Explained 0.70
F-Ratio of Sum of Squares Due to Regression 8.57
Multiple Correlation Coefficient 0.84
Adjusted Multiple Correlation Coefficient 0.79
Standard Error of Estimate 31.23
Adjusted Standard Error of Estimate 34.84
Intercept Constant 4203.8340
Independent Partial Regression Standard Error
Variable Coefficient of Regression T-Value
USEMPL
USUNEM
CHUNEM
GNPCD
TREND
FEBRUARY
MARCH
MAY
JUNE
OCTOBER
NOVEMBER
DECEMBER
-1.3338
-72.0850
0.6679
-0.9998
4.5416
22.1496
42.1745
-61.2695
20.6377
-76.8305
-76.3627
-68.2858
6.1417
20.4585
0.3940
0.3328
1.6530
16.9125
15.9075
21.0642
18.7556
17.8327
17.0851
17.4113
-0.2172
-3.5235
1.6951
-3.0042
2.7476
1.3097
2.6512
-2.9087
1.1003
-4.3084
-4.4695
-3.9219
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Table 7. Short-Term Employment Regression on U.S. Variables
Dependent Variable is CHEMP3, Chicago SMSA Employment
with a three month lead
Cumulative Proportion of Sum of Squares Explained
F-Ratio of Sum of Squares Due to Regression
Multiple Correlation Coefficient
Adjusted Multiple Correlation Coefficient
Standard Error of Estimate
Adjusted Standard Error of Estimate
Intercept Constant
Independent Partial Regression Standard Error
Variable Coefficient of Regression T-Value
0..65
8,.41
0,,80
0..76
33..18
36,,22
2477.,9321
USEMPL
USUNEM
FRBI
FEBRUARY
MARCH
APRIL
MAY
OCTOBER
NOVEMBER
DECEMBER
12.1629
-27.2948
-1.3359
19.5542
46.3040
20.2067
-24.6266
-80.6533
-74.7096
-60.6634
4.4418
10.8460
1.5536
18.3445
17.0768
17.1857
18.1186
19.1073
18.4393
18.4606
2.7383
-2.5166
-0.8599
1.0659
2.7115
1.1758
-1.3592
-4.2211
-4.0516
-3.2861
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D. SHORT-TERM FORECASTING MODEL OF UNEMPLOYMENT USING NATIONAL
FORECASTS
Following the general approach used above in developing
short-term unemployment models, we tested a number of models that
included actual values of GNPCD, FRBI, USUNEM, and USEMPL for the
same period as the forecast CHUNEM variable. Specifically, we
examined models for three months and one year ahead. The results
are very promising. Using the three month lead (CHUNE3) , we
obtained an adjusted coefficient of multiple correlation of 0.94
and an adjusted standard error of estimate of 7,890 (Table 8).
The only independent forecast variables required were U.S.
employment (USEMP3) and U.S. unemployment (USUNE3)
.
The forecasting models for one year ahead (CHUNEY) appeared
somewhat better than one quarter ahead (Table 9) . The adjusted
coefficient of multiple correlation is 0.96 and the adjusted
standard error of estimate was 6,110. In this equation the
forecast U.S. employment USEMPY) and U.S. unemployment (USUNEY)
were also the only forecast variables required.
These results suggest that with current data on constant
dollar GNP and industrial output and forecast data on national
employment and unemployment, it may be possible to forecast
Chicago SMSA unemployment ahead for up to one year with
reasonable accuracy.
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ability of the models have been made on Chicago SMSA data
that was not available when the analysis was done. These results
are presented in the section "Tests of the Forecasting Moaels."
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Table 8. Unemployment Regression Using Forecast Variables
Dependent Variable is CHUNE3, Chicago SMSA Unemployment
with a three month lead
Cumulative Proportion of Sum of Squares Explained 0.91
F-Ratio of Sum of Squares Due to Regression 29.13
Multiple Correlation Coefficient 0.95
Adjusted Multiple Correlation Coefficient 0.94
Standard Error of Estimate 6.91
Adjusted Standard Error of Estimate 7.89
Intercept Constant 450.0560
Independent Partial Regression Standard Error
Variable Coefficient of Regression T-Value
USUNE3
CHEMPL
FRBI
USEMP3
FEBRUARY
APRIL
MAY
JUNE
JULY
AUGUST
SEPTEMBER
OCTOBER
NOVEMBER
DECEMBER
17.4904
0.0384
-2.1114
5.4262
12.5429
22.7816
-9.9343
-15.4308
-24.6707
-11.2385
-12.9916
-12.6075
-8.3478
-7.2948
2.6604
0.0267
0.4724
1.3413
4.0796
3.9395
4.3457
4.3175
4.5330
3.9226
3.9543
4.9501
4.8993
4.4844
6.5743
1.4360
-4.4691
4.0455
3.0746
5.7828
-2.2860
-3.5740
-5.4425
-2.8651
-3.2854
-2.5469
-1.7039
-1.6267
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Table 9. Unemployment Regression Using Forecast Variables
Dependent Variable is CHUNEy, Chicago SMSA Unemployment
with a twelve month lead
0.94Cumulative Proportion of Sum of Squares Explained
F-Ratio of Sum of Squares Due to Regression
Multiple Correlation Coefficient
Adjusted Multiple Correlation Coefficient
Standard Error of Estimate
Adjusted Standard Error of Estimate
Intercept Constant
Independent Partial Regression Standard Error
Variable Coefficient of Regression T-Value
58,,25
0.,97
0,,96
5.,50
6,,11
450,.0560
USUNEY
FRBI
USEMPY
GNPCD
APRIL
MAY
JUNE
JULY
AUGUST
OCTOBER
33.7115
-0.0264
6.1786
-0.3863
17.0521
29.3093
-3.1265
31.2599
3.0921
-6.5895
2.3282
0.3962
0.9958
0.0978
3.1749
3.3856
3.7587
3.4452
3.5361
3.1669
14.4796
-0.0667
6.2044
-3.9483
5.3709
8.6571
-0.8318
9.0735
0.8744
-2.0807
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E. SHORT-TERM MODEL OF EMPLOYMENT USING NATIONAL FORECASTS
The annual employment forecasting model is also less
satisfactory than the annual unemployment model. The two
national forecast variables required are U.S. employment (USEMPY)
and constant dollar GNP (GNPCDY) . The adjusted coefficient of
multiple correlation is 0.82 and the adjusted standard error of
estimate is 32,250 (Table 10).
The three month lead model is quite similar to the annual
model in terms of variables included and precision of fit (Table
11).
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Table 10. Employment Regression Using Forecast Variables
Dependent Variable is CHEMPY, Chicago SMSA Employment
with a twelve month lead
Cumulative Proportion of Sum of Squares Explained
F-Ratio of Sum of Squares Due to Regression
Multiple Correlation Coefficient
Adjusted Multiple Correlation Coefficient
Standard Error of Estimate
Adjusted Standard Error of Estimate
Intercept Constant
Independent Partial Regression Standard Error
Variable Coefficient of Regression T-Value
0,,70
24,.57
0,.83
0,.82
31,.21
32,.25
1399,.4401
USEMPY 29.6390 5.1147 5.7948
GNPCDY -0.7874 0.2265 -3.4765
TREND -1.5945 1.0624 -1.5009
AUGUST -59.0182 1.0624 -1.5009
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Table 11. Employment Regression Using Forecast Variables
Dependent Variable is CHEMP3, Chicago SMSA Employment
with a three month lead
Cumulative Proportion of Sum of Squares Explained 0.71
F-Ratio of Sum of Squares Due to Regression 12.69
Multiple Correlation Coefficient 0.84
Adjusted Multiple Correlation Coefficient 0.81
Standard Error of Estimate 29.80
Adjusted Standard Error of Estimate 32.19
Intercept Constant 2007.8697
Independent Partial Regression Standard Error
Variable Coefficient of Regression T-Value
USEMP3
GNPCD3
TREND
FRBI
CHEMPL
CHUNEM
MAY
JULY
SEPTEMBER
24.0068
-1.2442
-2.5398
5.6981
-0.1519
0.6298
-43.4005
-26.1252
19.8407
5.0881
0.2711
0.9563
2.2386
0.1096
0.3446
15.9486
20.6877
14.4322
4.7182
-4.5894
-2.6557
2.5453
-1.3852
1.8276
-2.7213
-1.2628
1.3748
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F. DATA BASE FOR SHORT-TERM FORECASTING
The principal sources of data for developing the short-term
forecasting model are national and state agencies. For United
States figures, the single best source is the Survey of Current
Business published by the Bureau of Economic Analysis of the U.S.
Department of Commerce. The series become available in the issue
of the month following the month (or quarter specified), although
this issue is frequently available only in the following month.
Thus the March preliminary Federal Reserve Board Index of
Industrial Production is published in the April SCB, which is
often received in May.
Table 12 DATA SOURCES FOR SHORT-TERM FORECASTING MODELS
Series
Federal Reserve Board
Index of Industrial
Production
GNP (1958=base)
U.S. Employment
U.S. Unemployment
Chicago SMSA
Employment
Chicago SMSA
Unemployment
MONICA Source Quarterly
Name Agency or monthly
FRBI FRB, SCB m
GNPCD BEA,SCB q
USEMPL BLS,SCB m
USUNEM BLS,SCb m
CHEMPL IBES m
CHUNEM IBES m
yes
no
no
no
no
no
The remaining variables are various leading values of the
included variables. Thus the MONICA vector named CHUNE1 is the
series CHUNEM with a lead of one month; CHUNE3 is the series
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CHUNEM with a lead of three months. The trailing number included
in the vector name represents the number of months lead that each
series has compared to the reference month. CHEMPY represents
Chicago SMSA employment with a lead of a year. The TREND
variable is a monthly indicator starting with January 1970 equal
to and increasing by one unit for each month after January
1970. The dummy variables have the value 1 for the month named
and zero for all other months and are named in MONICA for each
month, FEBRUARY, MARCH, and so forth. There is no dummy variable
for January, since the constant term in the equation includes any
seasonal variation for January and represents the base value.
The MONICA vectors are stored under the name HUGH, 1.
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CHAPTER V.
Estimating Population by Small Areas Within the City of Chicago
A. Overview
In many respects the ability to estimate and forecast the
population of a city is at the heart of the manpower delivery
system. It is a key indicator of changes taking place in the
labor market, and especially important if it can be accurately
determined for neighborhoods within the city. With this fact in
mind, we undertook to develop a detailed general method of
forecasting population for each Community Area within the city.
As in any study of population change, the key variables
which entered into our consideration were birth, death, and
migration. Each has its own unique contribution to make in
determining total population, and also as an indicator of the
changes occurring within different age, sex, and ethnic groups.
The birth rate is the least reliable of predictors as it
experiences wide variations over time as individual families
change their child bearing plans and the population of the
child-bearing age group varies. Death on the other hand is
fairly constant with some differences between sex and race
groups, but generally only shows a strong relationship with those
who are very old or very young. Migration cannot in fact be
observed, but only estimated using estimates of total population
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with the effects of birth and death controlled. Unfortunately,
we cannot break migration down into its in and out-migration
components, so that we can estimate the level of population
flows, but are relativly ignorant as to its composition. These
data can show us only the change in the level of migration, and
not the extent to which old residents are being replaced by new,
why the old residents left, or what will be the manpower service
needs of the new residents. In the concluding remarks of a study
done in Newark, the authors summarize this problem by saying
"The central city in the United States has
been facing a rather grave crisis in recent
years. The population shifts have been very
substantial. In 1960 there were something
less than 398,000 people in the household
population of the City. In the spring of
1967 there were somewhat more than 401,000
people in the household population of the
City. This rather minor change in the total
household population masks the very large
transition and mobility of the people who
have come into and moved out of the City."
In addition to these basic variables of birth, death, and
migration other social and economic data were considered in
relation to what has become known as the "sociological fertility
7
method". This approach attempts to identify social forces such
"Newark, New Jersey, Population and Labor Force",
Jack Chernick, Bernard Indik , and George Sternlieb.
Institute of Management and Labor Relations, Rutgers.
Spring, 1967.
7 The Sociology of Fertility, J. Hawthorne
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as education, housing, and income which may affect the level of
fertility in a population. This approach was examined in its
appropriateness to manpower planning by Redwood and further
studied in its potential application to the Chicago population as
o
part of this study by Trapikas.
The whole question of population estimation proved to be one
of the more interesting tasks of the social indicators project.
We began with the goal of estimating population by age, race, and
sex for each Community Area. After a methodology was developed
and implemented, the Mayor's Office of Manpower found that
projections of future population didn't directly bear on the
problem of allocating current resources. To deal with this
problem the project was redesigned with a current focus and
additional data in mind. Other researchers had previously
attempted to estimate population based on utility consumption
10data. Although elaborate, the method has two drawbacks for
manpower planning purposes. First the estimates represented
o
Redwood, Anthony Leo, Population Projections for
Manpower Planning. Phd . Dissertation, University of
Illinois, Institute of Labor and Industrial Relations.
Urbana:1973.
o
Bruno Trapikas, "1980 Population Projections for the
City of Chicago", CAC Document No. 136, Center for Advanced
Computation, University of Illinois. Urbana:1974.
10
"Population Estimates for the Chicago SMSA by Census
Tract and Community Area within the City of Chicago",
Prepared by the Chicago Area Geographic Information Study.
The Chicago Assn. of Commerce and Industry, Chicago : 1973
.
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total population rather than population by demographic
components. Secondly, when the Bureau of the Census estimated the
level of population in 1973, it appeared as if the direction as
well as the magnitude of the utility data estimates might be in
error. In fact, even the Census estimate is subject to some
doubt as some researchers have pointed out. in response to
this need we developed a second phase of the project in order to
12
estimate total community area population. This approach is
based on current birth and death figures and a linear projection
of migration trends in each Community Area.
Finally, a third section of the project was designed after
further discussion with the research staff of the Mayor's Office
of Manpower in order to break total Community Area population
down into its age, race, and sex components. The results of this
step are also reported below. This final step represents what we
believe to be an improved methodology over that first used by
Trapikas, and takes advantage of additional and more recent data.
B. 1980 Population Projections
The long range projections of Chicago's population was
completed by Mr. Bruno Trapikas in September of 1974. The
»
"Estimates of Coverage of Population by Sex, Race,
and Age: Demographic Analysis", Dept. of Commerce, Bureau of
the Census.
"Forecasting Population with MONICA", CAC mimeograph
by Lou Menges and Tom Milke, October, 1975.
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complete findings are available in Center for Advanced
Computations Document 136, and we will present a summary of the
methodology and findings here. A large number of variables were
investigated using multiple regression methods to estimate birth,
fertility, death, and migration rates. In general, Mr. Trapikas
found the use of birth rates to be a more reliable predictor of
the number of births than the fertility rate, which tends to show
wider fluctuations. An interesting feature of Mr. Trapikas'
approach is that data for neighboring areas are included in the
prediction of each community area's parameters. This approach
capitalizes on the fact that in an urban setting, characteristics
of neighboring areas often tend to have an effect on the "home"
area's population change patterns.
Although both birth rates (live births per 100,000
population) and fertility rates ( live births per 100,000 women of
childbearing age) were used in alternate forecasts, the factors
affecting each variable are of course closely related. Net
migration was found to be negatively related to these variables,
and this can probably be attributed to the fact that areas which
have had a high net migration rate consist of a less stable
population which is less likely to have children. Child bearing
is usually found to be greater among steady populations. Income
changes are found to be negatively related to birth and fertility
rates, reaffirming the classical observation that lower income
persons tend to have more children than higher income persons.
Educational levels act in the same manner with less educated
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persons having more children generally than the more educated.
Since the birth equation was much more satisfactory than the
fertility equation, the results obtained using it were the ones
used to estimate future birth statistics.
Since man has little control over death, its future value is
a little easier to estimate. Trapikas shows that current death
rates are consistent with past rates and can therefore be assumed
to be relatively constant into the future. Death rates are
inversely related to birth rates as older populations are less
likely to be involved in child rearing. None of the economic
variables investigated were found to be significantly related to
death rates.
Past rates of birth and death are recorded and are therefore
relativly easy to incorporate into a population model. Migration
on the other hand is not, and is therefore much more difficult to
use as a predictor variable. Since migratory behavior is a
complex phenomenon, it is not surprising that Trapikas found ten
variables which significantly affected migration rates. And yet
even this information could explain only 64% of the variance in
migration in the different community areas. These rates were
first of all a function of their own past rates. The migration
trends of the 1960's could reasonably be expected to continue
into this decade. These rates were found to be negatively
related to fertility rates and also to the changing racial
composition of the area. The unemployment rate and the level of
education were also found to have a significant relationship to
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migration
.
With respect to the racial composition of the city Trapikas
found a dominant pattern which affected his formulation. First,
predominantly non-white areas tend to remain so. Secondly, white
areas which are in close proximity to black areas in many parts
of the city tend to become predominantly non-white over time with
a few exceptions. Finally, white areas not in close proximity to
non-white areas remain predominantly white. The most significant
variables found to indicate racial composition were the previous
census racial composition and the death rate. The death rate in
this case tended to vary with the age of the population which is
older for whites than for non-whites. This method assumes that
racial change in the 70 's will proceed in much the same way as it
did in the 60's. In order to avoid this assumption this portion
of the model has been revised on the basis of current data as
will be described under section D. of this chapter.
In order to predict the age and sex composition of the
various community areas, Trapikas used a "leach" method employed
1
3
by the Milwaukee Chamber of Commerce. The method assumes that
the relationship of a small area's percentage of total to the
entire country's percentage of total in each particular age/sex
group will be the same for the next highest ten year group, ten
years hence. Consequently the accuracy of the method depends on
13 see Elam E. McElroy, 1970 Population Projections,
Milwaukee and Surrounding Counties, 1961.
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the projections published by the Bureau of the Census. In order
to more accurately define the Chicago/U.S. relationship, he
included an analysis of 1950 and 1960 data as well as 1970 to
generate an error term which was then used to adjust the
percentages. Since each age/sex group is aged ten years, the 0-9
age group must then be filled by an estimate of the numbers of
children born of each sex. Since the Census Bureau presents
three forecasts for 1980 based on three different fertility
assumptions, Trapikas has presented three separate sets of
estimates for Chicago for 1980 and has interpolated to obtain
1975 estimates. Further details are available in the original
document.
As a final comment on this methodology, we find that the
results obtained in this manner appear very reasonable in the
light of other work in the area. The comparisons we investigated
were with 1973 estimates by CAGIS and the Bureau of the Census,
and 1975 estimates derived from Cook County projections published
1 4by the State of Illinois, Bureau of the Budget. As mentionsed
earlier, CAGIS predicted that the population of the city would
actually rise after 1970 and there seems to be no corroboration
for this conclusion. The Census estimated the City's population
to be 3,172,929 which is about 7% lower than the CAGIS estimate.
If we take the Bureau of the Budget forecast for Cook County and
14
"Illinois Population Projections", State of
Illinois, Bureau of the Budget. February, 1975.
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reduce it according to the share of the county's population
living in the city in 1970, we get a 1975 estimate of 3,274,727
persons. This compares with Trapikas' estimated 3,233,164
persons or an estimated difference of only 1.2 percent. Since
long term trends indicate that the city's portion of tne Cook
County total is declining, these estimates are probably even
closer. We note also that a trend line drawn through the points
representing 1950, 1960, and 1970 population will find Trapikas
and The Bureau of the Budget almost exactly on the line, while
CAGIS is far above and the Census estimate is considerably below.
In short we find Trapikas' methods internally consistent as well
as consistent with other sophisticated projections and the
general shifts thought to be currently under way in the city's
populaion.
C. Estimating Current Total Community Area Population with an
Extension to One-Year Projections.
After the completion of the 1980 projection model, the
research staff of the Mayor's Office of Manpower expressed an
interest in a methodology for estimating current population on an
annual basis. They suggested as a basis for these estimates, the
population figures published for post-censal years by the Chicago
Area Geographic Information Study. Although we are not
responsible for these totals, we have incorporated them in a
simple method for estimation on a one year basis. This approach
was outlined in a MONICA training session given in Chicago in
October, 1975 and is further detailed in a CAC mimeograph.
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The foundation for this approach is records of live births
by community area and deaths by community area for the years
1970-1974. Since these are actual figures, the errors inherent
in estimates of fertility and mortality necessary for long range
projections are thereby eliminated. We assume, as MOM has
suggested, that the CAGIS estimates are the most accurate
available. Consequently we can remove the observed effects of
births and deaths from the total population on an annual basis to
derive a "base" population for each community area. Since 1950
and 1960 data are also available we have collected seven
observations of this base population for each of the 75 community
areas within the city. Since birth and death effects have been
eliminated, the fluctuations of this base population are the
result solely of net migration into and out of the area. A
straight line can then be fit to each area's net migration
pattern to derive an estimate of the trend value of migration for
the next period (1975 in this case). Such an equation has been
calculated for each area using MONICA and is available in the*
social indicators database. The estimated value can be added
to the previous year's base value to obtain a new base value for
each community area. Total population is then obtained by adding
15 Menges and Milke, op.cit.
An improved method for these calculations has been
provided as a MONGO program called ROWREG within MONICA
-71-
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new births and subtracting current year deaths to the new base
value. Since deaths are fairly constant we used an average for
the 1970-74 period, but projected values could be calculated in
the same manner as the migration values were obtained. Since we
were using 1975 as the test period, birth and death figures were
already recorded for most of the year and we simply assumed
constant growth throughout the remainder of the year. In a
similar manner birth, death, and net migration could all be
estimated for the next future period to obtain appropriate
estimated values.
D. Estimating Current Community Area Population by Age, Race, and S<
Underlying the estimation of current population are the same
fundamental concepts used in the projection of future population.
The basic difference is that for the current period, additional
accurate data can be brought to bear which will eliminate some of
the inherent errors of long term projections. This additional
data lends itself to a slightly different methodology than the
long term model. The fundamental errors induced in the long term
model is the error involved in correctly estimating the
independent parameters. The larger the number of independent
variables and the longer the time span, the larger will be the
error. After all, we cannot foretell the future.
What we have done in the short term model is reduce the
number of variables involved and consequently reduce estimation
error. This is combined with the fact that recent observations
for post censal years eliminate the assumption that trends will
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continue as they have in the previous decade, because we now know
what those trends are. Specifically, the short term model is
based on three sets of data. The first is the number of live
births by race for 1950, 60 and 70-74. The second is the number
of deaths by race for each area. Finally we have obtained from
the Archdiocese of Chicago and the Chicago t Board of Education
results of annual survey of students by race for each school.
Each of these schools was then located on the map and assigned to
an individual community area. Approximatly 900 elementary
schools were then aggregated to indicate change in the racial
composition of each of the areas. Basically, if the number of
births, deaths, and school enrollments of a particular race goes
up in a community area, then we assume that the population of
that race in the community area has increased also.
In the long term model, Trapikas estimated the age/sex
composition of the area and then broke those figures down
according to race. We have taken a different approach here. The
data used lend themselves to the prediction of population by age
and race first, with sex as a secondary consideration. This is
due mainly to the fact that death by sex data is not available,
and birth by sex is not particularly relevant. School
enrollments by sex are not collected. Regardless of the data
realitites, we believe sex distinctions to be of less relevance
than race to the manpower planning process. In addition, sex
differences over short periods of time will not be particularly
rapid, whereas rapid changes in racial composition are possible
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in some areas and also significant for manpower planning
purposes. Additionally, the concern for manpower planning is with
regard to women who are heads of households. This may vary
widely within the city, and there is really no data on which to
base any updates. For these reasons we have chosen to use the
same sex ratios by age and race that were observed in the 1970
census. We note here that the results of the long term model,
interpolated for 1975, do not show large variation from the 1970
values.
The heart of the annual update then is to calculate the
relative percentage of a community area's population in each
age/race category and then apply ratios to the area's total
estimate either as derived according to section C. above or from
some other source. Due to the age breakdown published in the
Chicago Statistical Abstract we have chosen six age categories in
each of the racial classifications black and white. The white
category includes American Indians as well as those of Spanish
heritage. Indicators of Spanish presence in each community area
are covered in a separate chapter as this group presents special
problems.
Six equations are estimated for total population and six are
estimated for black population for the 75 community areas in
1970. The independent variables for the total equations are the
number of total births, the number of total deaths, the number of
deaths in the appropriate age group, and the total elementary
school population. Although both total and age specific deaths
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are included, only one of these variables has entered into a
given equation, namely the one that explains the greater
proportion of variance. With the exception of the 15 to 24 age
group, one of the death variables emerges as the best predictor
in each of the equations. The equations were estimated using
stepwise multiple regression with the criterion for a variable's
entrance into the equation being that it must explain at least
.001% of the variance, must increase the multiple correlation
coefficient and must reduce the standard error of the estimate.
The equations for the black population were calculated in
the same manner. The only difference is that age specific birth
rates are not published for the black population as they are for
the total population and consequently were not included. The
black equations produced generally higher multiple correlation
coefficients and comparable ratios of standard error to estimated
value.
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EQUATIONS FOR ESTIMATING BLACK POPULATION
Age Group Birth Death School
Under 5 +3.1428 +1.1822 +0.0334 +41.3546
(210) Multiple R= .9946
5 to 14 =+3.9559 +2.6791 +0.4493 -80.1194
(998) Multiple R= .9763
15 to 24 =+5.3422 +0.0 +0.0737 +83.2226
(526) Multiple R= .9863
25 to 44 =+10.2528 +0.0 -0.1606 +479.2747
(1773) Multiple R= .9383
45 to 64 =+1.9491 +9.4640 +0.0 +309.0993
(1018) Multiple R=.9189
65 and Over=-0.4142 +6.2424 +0.0 +79.2357
(183) Multiple R=.9703
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D. The Forecasting Program
In order to make the necessary calculations for estimating
current population, we have constructed a computer program wnich
operationalizes the concepts and measurements used in the model.
The program is named POP. MODEL and is written in Unix Fortran.
All the necessary external parameters are read into the program
from disk files, whereas the equations themselves are hardwired
into the code since they won't need to be reestimated each year.
In addition to the constant and independent variables, an error
term has been added to the equation for each community areas
black population to compensate for the difference between the
areas population fluctuation on the basis of the independent
variables and the behavior of the 75 areas as a group (which is
how the equations were specified) . These error terms are the
simple diffence between the 1970 observed and estimated values
and represent, in effect, an adjustment of the intercept
constant. These values have been entered in a DATA statement and
do not need to be changed for annual updates. Tnus the final
form of the equation becomes:
Y = a + bl(Birth) + b2(Death) + b3(School) + E
i i i i i
where Y = estimated population
a = intercept constant for age group i
bx= regression coefficient for variabel x
E = Error term for age group i
1
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Program Name : POP. MODEL
Invocation : POP. MODEL
Description :
The primary purpose of the population model is to
incorporate a specified level of population in each community
area into a estimation of total and black population by age and
sex. Six equations are used for both black and white population,
one for each age group. These figures are then broken down by
the 1970 male/female ratio and normalized to fit the specified
level of total population.
INPUT FILES:
The program accepts input from two input files. The first
is POP. MODEL. TOTALS which contains the estimated total population
for each community area. Thus alternate estimates of total
population may be used to generate separate estimates by age,
race, and sex. This file is consists of 75 estimates in free
field format. The maximum number allowed for an estimate is
99,999,999 persons. This file should be hand created using the
editor (ED)
.
The second input file is entitled POP. MODEL. DATA and
contains all the independent varialbe values for the estimated
year. The format of the file is FORMAT 10(G8.0) representing 10
items on each row in free field format with a maximum of 8
characters each. Thus the file can be created in fixed format
with 8 character field widths or can be input free field with 10
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items on a line, each separated by a blank, comma, or tab
character. The variables are in the following order:
Field Contents
1 Black school enrollments in this CA
2 Total School enrollments in this CA
3 Total Births in this CA
4 Black Births in this CA
5 Total deaths in this CA
6 Black deaths in this CA
7 Total deaths in the Under 5 age group in this CA
8 Total deaths in the 5 to 14 age group in this CA
9 Total deaths in the 65 and over age group in this CA
10 1970 percentage of the population in this CA that is male
OUTPUT FILES:
The output from this program is written to the standard
ouput device. Thus the listing of population by community area
will be written to the user's terminal unless otherwise aiverted
using ouput redirection as in the following example.
POP. MODEL >filename
F. Annual Updates
The task of annual updates to the estimating program is
relatively simple. Absolutely no chanes need be made to the
program whatsoever for subsequent years. The new estimated
totals by community area are typed in to a new POP. TOTALS file
dependent only on the source of the estimates. As discussed
above, there is considerable difference between estimating these
totals, and the implications of these differences can be easily
investiged by changing the data in the file. The second file,
POP. MODEL. DATA has to be completely revised each year for nine of
its ten items. The percent male in 1970 does not, of course,
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change from year to year. Information on births and deaths by
age and race for each area can be obtained by the Chicago Bureau
of Vital Statistics as part of their regular reporting process.
Data on school enrollment are obtained from the student racial
surveys of the Board of Education and the Archdiocese of Chicago.
These data can be aggregated by community area using the Fortran
program BLACK. F. This program is identical in usage to the
program SPANISH. F which will be described in the next section.
The only difference is in the titles that are printed on the
output. These data can then be inserted into their proper
location in the population program input file.
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c. a.
1 total
i
black
male
female
male
female
total
56777
25919
30858
2278
1040
1238
0-4
2819
1287
1532
198
90
108
5-14
5653
2580
3072
110
50
60
15-24
10471
4780
5691
322
147
175
25-44
19444
8876
10568
935
427
508
45-64
17229
7865
9364
553
253
301
total
black
male
female
male
female
61714
28827
32887
617
288
329
2882
1346
1536
35
17
19
6183
2888
3295
120
56
64
10344
4831
5512
71
33
38
19065
8905
10160
190
89
101
18958
8855
10103
158
74
84
3 total
black
male
female
male
female
141156
67444
73712
7160
3421
3739
8845
4226
4619
762
364
398
15958
7625
8333
1314
628
686
25680
12270
13410
1193
570
623
44309
21171
23138
2216
1059
1157
38641
18463
20178
1273
608
665
4 total
black
male
female
male
female
58252
26808
31444
655
301
353
3435
1581
1854
33
15
18
6796
3128
3669
10527
4845
5682
60
28
32
18103
8331
9772
301
138
162
15826
7283
8543
204
94
110
5 total
black
male
female
male
female
38477
18034
20443
402
189
214
2443
1145
1298
24
11
13
4903
2298
2605
7093
3325
3769
44
20
23
11753
5509
6245
179
84
95
10116
4741
5375
121
57
65
6 total
black
male
female
male
female
113967
53109
60858
2008
936
1072
7633
3557
4076
195
91
104
13342
6218
7125
215
100
115
21268
9911
11357
326
152
174
35296
16448
18848
798
372
426
30291
14116
16176
387
180
207
7 total
male
69319
33994
4847
2377
8408
4123
13437
6590
21830
10705
17295
8481
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female 35325 2470 4285 6848 11124 8813 1785
black 6055 635 1161 1038 1976 995 249
male 2969 311 570 509 969 488 122
female 3086 324 592 529 1007 507 127
8 total 80260 5431 9991 15045 24848 21193 3752
male 37273 2522 4640 6987 11539 9842 1742
female 42987 2909 5351 8058 13309 11351 2010
black 31008 3437 7663 5497 8570 4544 1297
male 14400 1596 3559 2553 3980 2110 602
female 16608 1841 4104 2944 4590 2434 695
9 total 11927 547 1636 2098 3752 3188 706
male 5563 255 763 978 1750 1487 329
female 6364 292 873 1119 2002 1701 377
black 14 1 1 7 4 1
male 7 1 3 2 1
female 8 1 4 2 1
10 total 36602 1850 4232 6139 10920 11051 2410
male 17338 876 2005 2908 5173 5235 1142
female 19264 974 2227 3231 5747 5816 1269
black
male
female
11 total 24857 1176 2785 4332 7919 7150 1496
male 11643 551 1304 2029 3709 3349 701
female 13214 625 1480 2303 4209 3801 795
black 77 3 7 37 24 6
male 36 2 3 18 11 3
female 41 2 4 20 13 3
12 total 18736 911 2436 3280 5775 5203 1131
male 8838 430 1149 1547 2724 2454 534
female 9898 481 1287 1733 3051 2749 598
black
male
female
13 total 15454 666 1834 2730 5115 4152 957
male 7407 319 879 1308 2451 1990 459
female 8047 347 955 1421 2663 2162 498
black 285 12 23 133 91 25
male 136 6 11 64 44 12
female 148 6 12 69 47 13
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14 total 43667 3067 5878 8209 12941 11136
male 20838 1463 2805 3917 6175 5314
female 22829 1603 3073 4292 6765 5822
black 140 8 15 68 40
male 67 4 7 32 19
female 73 4 8 36 21
15 total 59943 2977 6867 10218 18443 17647
male 27921 1387 3199 4760 8591 8220
female 32022 1590 3669 5459 9852 9427
black 215 12 23 103 62
male 100 6 11 48 29
female 115 6 12 55 33
16 total 51103 3103 6372 9179 15503 14012
male 24039 1460 2998 4318 7292 6591
female 27064 1644 3375 4861 8210 7421
black 122 5 11 59 38
male 57 3 5 28 18
female 65 3 6 31 20
17 total 41441 1984 4378 7018 12758 12610
male 19904 953 2103 3371 6127 6057
female 21537 1031 2275 3647 6630 6553
black 235 11 23 108 74
male 113 5 11 52 36
female 122 6 12 56 38
18 total 11061 468 1453 1917 3509 3036
male 5198 220 683 901 1649 1427
female 5863 248 770 1016 1860 1609
black 19 1 2 9 6
male 9 1 4 3
female 10 1 5 3
19 total 54248 2896 5600 9411 16779 16172
male 25513 1362 2634 4426 7891 7606
female 28735 1534 2966 4985 8888 8566
black 94 4 8 43 30
male 44 2 4 20 14
female 50 2 4 23 16
20 total 16922 985 2435 3102 5217 4254
male 7985 465 1149 1464 2462 2008
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female 8937 520 1286 1638 2755 2247 491
black
male
female
21 total 32914 2047 4076 6073 10045 8829 1844
male 15713 977 1946 2899 4795 4215 880
female 17201 1070 2130 3174 5249 4614 964
black 61 3 5 29 19 5
male 29 1 3 14 9 2
female 32 1 3 15 10 2
22 total 79836 6857 11628 15873 23229 18590 3660
male 39120 3360 5698 7778 11382 9109 1794
female 40716 3497 5930 8095 11847 9481 1867
black 753 69 69 117 309 155 34
male 369 34 34 58 151 76 17
female 384 35 35 60 158 79 17
23 total 64211 6053 10461 13043 17747 14108 2799
male 31027 2925 5055 6302 8575 6817 1352
female 33184 3128 5406 6741 9172 7291 1446
black 13833 1577 3244 2593 4317 1765 336
male 6684 762 1568 1253 2086 853 162
female 7149 815 1677 1340 2231 912 174
24 total 113217 10471 18126 22946 31950 24914 4810
male 56688 5243 9076 11489 15997 12474 2409
female 56529 5228 9050 11457 15952 12439 2402
black 5616 600 1226 965 1666
1
903 256
male 2812 301 614 483 834 452 128
female 2804 300 612 482 832 451 128
25 total 117755 11108 18554 23620 32466 26821 5185
male 56051 5288 8832 11243 15454 12767 2468
female 61704 5821 9722 12377 17012 14054 2717
black 55662 6421 14278 10504 16274 6804 1381
male 26495 3056 6796 5000 7747 3239 657
female 29167 3365 7482 5504 8528 3565 723
26 total 42800 3919 8626 8404 11375 8853 1623
male 20197 1850 4071 3966 5368 4178 766
female 22603 2070 4555 4438 6007 4675 857
black 13526 869 5567 975 3785 2331
male 6383 410 2627 460 1786 1100
female 7143 459 2940 515 1999 1231
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27 total 45853 4127 8284 8942 12395 10293
male 21482 1933 3881 4189 5807 4822
female 24371 2193 4403 4753 6588 5471
black 40384 4442 10370 6970 10269 6261
male 18920 2081 4858 3265 4811 2933
female 21464 2361 5512 3704 5458 3328
28 total 73796 6173 11395 14099 20978 18136
male 36123 3022 5578 6902 10269 8877
female 37673 3151 5817 7198 10709 9258
black 52440 5721 13135 8803 12897 8713
male 25670 2801 6430 4309 6313 4265
female 26771 2921 6705 4494 6584 4448
29 total 87124 8373 14556 17551 23789 19267
male 40905 39 31 6834 8240 11169 9046
female 46219 4442 7722 9311 12620 10221
black 79155 8880 19930 14038 21159 11604
male 37163 4169 9357 6591 9934 5448
female 41992 4711 10573 7447 11225 6156
30 total 58612 5628 9558 12157 16512 12320
male 30056 2886 4901 6234 8467 6318
female 28556 2742 4657 5923 8045 6002
black 4866 439 1797 768 886 762
male 2495 225 921 394 454 391
female 2371 214 875 374 432 371
31 total 41925 4084 7395 8810 11705 8339
male 21281 2073 3754 4472 5941 4233
female 20644 2011 3641 4338 5763 4106
black 180 15 7 25 79 43
male 91 7 4 13 40 22
female 88 7 4 13 39 21
32 total 3754 95 453 649 1344 1020
male 2412 61 291 417 864 656
female 1342 34 162 232 480 365
black 424 25 36 167 143
male 273 16 23 107 92
female 152 9 13 60 51
33 total 9063 525 1347 1807 3103 1898
male 4299 249 639 857 1472 900
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female 4764 276 708 950 1631 998 202
black 7482 774 706 1137 2577 1670 618
male 3549 367 335 539 1222 792 293
female 3934 407 371 598 1355 878 325
34 total 13400 828 2061 2430 3942 3366 775
male 6457 399 993 1171 1899 1622 373
female 6943 429 1068 1259 2042 1744 401
black 4057 353 872 513 861 1015 442
male 1955 170 420 247 415 489 213
female 2102 183 452 266 446 526 229
35 total 40313 3126 6015 7621 11544 10071 1936
male 18109 1404 2702 3423 5186 4524 870
female 22204 1722 3313 4197 6358 5547 1067
black 22025 1637 6780 1592 7453 4564
male 9894 735 3046 715 3348 2050
female 12131 901 3734 877 4105 2514
36 total 16653 1373 2914 3274 4758 3619 714
male 7537 622 1319 1482 2153 1638 323
female 9116 752 1595 1792 2604 1981 391
black 16380 1776 3675 2773 4525 2729 902
male 7413 804 1663 1255 2048 1235 408
female 8966 972 2012 1518 2477 1494 494
37 total 6713 377 1190 1239 2100 1514 293
male 3211 180 569 592 1005 724 140
female 3502 197 621 646 1096 790 153
black 6605 650 976 925 1813 1573 667
male 3159 311 467 443 867 753 319
female 3446 339 509 483 946 821 348
38 total 72976 5143 9719 13181 21166 20085 3681
male 33730 2377 4492 6092 9783 9283 1701
female 39246 2766 5227 7089 11383 10802 1980
black 69423 7075 16041 9758 13255 15709 7587
male 32087 3270 7414 4510 6126 7261 3507
female 37336 3805 8627 5248 7128 8448 4080
39 total 24500 1569 3019 4454 7471 6717 1270
male 11341 726 1398 2062 3458 3109 588
female 13159 843 1622 2392 4012 3608 682
black 22335 2185 5025 3010 4269 5304 2541
male 10339 1011 2326 1393 1976 2455 1176
female 11996 1174 2699 1617 2293 2849 1365
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40 total 41630 3023 6255 7758 12398 10394
male 19541 1419 2936 3641 5819 4879
female 22089 1604 3319 4116 6578 5515
black 38390 4014 7615 5672 9017 8332
male 18020 1884 3575 2663 4233 3911
female 20370 2130 4041 3010 4784 4421
41 total 30240 2016 4582 5721 9298 7159
male 14660 977 2221 2774 4508 3470
female 15580 1039 2361 2948 4790 3688
black 10496 1082 2144 1658 2869 2012
male 5089 524 1040 804 1391 976
female 5408 557 1105 854 1478 1037
42 total 48470 3385 6303 9068 14853 12724
male 22480 1570 2923 4206 6889 5901
female 25990 1815 3380 4862 7964 6823
black 40799 4233 8074 5918 9323 9086
male 18923 1963 3744 2745 4324 4214
female 21876 2270 4329 3173 4999 4872
43 total 74972 6185 12115 14642 21646 17201
male 34450 2842 5567 6728 9946 7904
female 40522 3343 6548 7914 11700 9297
black 55300 6193 12532 9642 15413 8697
male 25410 2846 5759 4431 7082 3996
female 29889 3348 6774 5212 8331 4701
44 total 44266 3146 6423 8304 13304 11089
male 20526 1459 2978 3850 6169 5142
female 23740 1687 3445 4453 7135 5947
black 39408 4114 7765 5843 9402 8509
male 18273 1908 3601 2710 4360 3946
female 21134 2206 4164 3134 5042 4564
45 total 14027 983 2387 2647 4072 3271
male 6611 463 1125 1247 1919 1542
female 7416 520 1262 1399 2153 1729
black 11222 1151 2819 1830 2847 1933
male 5289 543 1328 863 1342 911
female 5933 609 1490 968 1505 1022
46 total 44446 3789 7534 8873 12811 9615
male 21610 1842 3663 4314 6229 4675
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female 22836 1947 3871 4559 6582 4940 937
black 14021 1526 3478 2452 3852 2109 604
male 6817 742 1691 1192 1873 1025 294
female 7204 784 1787 1260 1979 1084 310
47 total 3093 175 531 577 928 716 166
male 1513 86 260 282 454 350 81
female 1580 89 271 295 474 366 85
black 610 55 163 98 170 101 22
male 298 27 80 48 83 50 11
female 312 28 84 50 87 52 11
48 total 19590 1377 3618 3687 5625 4398 885
male 9413 662 1738 1772 2703 2113 425
female 10177 715 1880 1916 2922 2285 460
black 9967 1046 2410 1674 2696 1638 504
male 4789 502 1158 804 1295 787 242
female 5178 543 1252 870 1401 851 262
49 total 61195 5381 11143 11683 16081 14183 2723
male 29068 2556 5293 5549 7638 6737 1294
female 32127 2825 5850 6134 8443 7446 1430
black 38350 4212 11034 6736 9191 5483 1693
male 18216 2001 5241 3200 4366 2605 804
female 20134 2211 5793 3537 4826 2879 889
50 total 10554 639 2171 1927 3102 2257 458
male 5076 307 1044 927 1492 1086 220
female 5478 332 1127 1000 1610 1171 238
black 4614 458 1008 748 1343 819 238
male 2219 220 485 360 646 394 115
female 2395 238 523 388 697 425 124
51 total 18887 1380 3454 3446 4994 4602 1010
male 9179 671 1679 1675 2427 2237 491
female 9708 709 1775 1771 2567 2366 519
black 4245 440 1073 736 1213 635 149
male 2063 214 521 357 590 309 73
female 2182 226 551 378 623 326 77
52 total 24020 1331 3337 4229 7237 6570 1315
male 11734 650 1630 2066 3535 3210 643
female 12286 681 1707 2163 3702 3361 673
black 199 8 17 95 62 16
male 97 4 8 47 30 8
female 102 4 9 49 32 8
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53 total 39466 3382 7319 7445 10130 9272 1918
male 19169 1643 3555 3616 4920 4503 932
female 20297 1739 3764 3829 5210 4769 986
black 21236 2358 6783 4003 5410 2326 356
male 10314 1146 3294 1944 2628 1130 173
female 10922 1213 3488 2059 2782 1196 183
54 total 14701 1170 2925 2900 4142 2941 622
male 6720 535 1337 1326 1893 1345 284
female 7981 635 1588 1574 2249 1597 338
black 12861 1403 2915 2305 3963 1853 422
male 5879 641 1332 1054 1812 847 193
female 6982 762 1582 1252 2152 1006 229
55 total 11452 637 1735 2070 3441 2931 638
male 5760 320 873 1041 1731 1474 321
female 5692 316 862 1029 1710 1457 317
black 119 5 10 57 37 9
male 60 3 5 29 19 5
female 59 2 5 29 18 5
56 total 41732 2579 6551 7273 11670 11323 2336
male 20515 1268 3220 3575 5737 5566 1148
female 21217 1311 3330 3698 5933 5757 1188
black 5300 524 1388 904 1520 799 165
male 2606 258 682 445 747 393 81
female 2695 267 705 460 773 406 84
57 total 10727 500 1637 1893 3359 2764 576
male 5213 243 795 920 1632 1343 280
female 5514 257 841 973 1726 1421 296
black
male
female
58 total 34042 2012 4343 6126 10433 9301 1826
male 16446 972 2098 2960 5040 4493 882
female 17596 1040 2245 3167 5393 4808 944
black 228 10 19 103 74 22
male 110 5 9 50 36 11
female 118 5 10 53 38 11
59 total 14938 857 2062 2774 4682 3805 758
male 7278 417 1005 1352 2281 1854 369
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female 7660 439 1058 1423 2401 1951 389
black 2 1 1
male 1 1
female 1 1
60 total 35915 2592 5072 6830 10684 8976 1762
male 17318 1250 2446 3294 5152 4328 849
female 18597 1342 2626 3537 5532 4648 912
black 385 23 9 43 166 114 30
male 185 11 4 21 80 55 15
female 199 12 5 22 86 59 16
61 total 56552 4638 8895 10854 15694 13793 2678
male 27558 2260 4334 5289 7648 6721 1305
female 28994 2378 4560 5565 8046 7072 1373
black 8472 920 2139 1514 2424 1193 283
male 4128 448 1042 738 1181 581 138
female 4343 472 1096 776 1243 612 145
62 total 13640 615 1841 2350 4215 3819 798
male 6478 292 874 1116 2002 1814 379
female 7162 323 967 1234 2213 2006 419
black 139 6 13 67 42 11
male 66 3 6 32 20 5
female 73 3 7 35 22 6
63 total 24536 1146 2690 4200 7735 7248 1517
male 11549 539 1266 1977 3641 3412 714
female 12987 606 1424 2223 4094 3836 803
black
male
female
64 total 24177 1385 3441 4317 7078 6618 1338
male 12045 690 1714 2151 3526 3297 667
female 12132 695 1727 2166 3552 3321 672
black 151 6 13 73 47 12
male 75 3 6 36 23 6
female 76 3 6 37 24 6
65 total 26579 1207 3200 4501 8101 7851 1718
male 12899 586 1553 2184 3932 3810 834
female 13680 621 1647 2317 4170 4041 884
black 652 33 63 311 195 50
male 317 16 30 151 95 24
female 336 17 32 160 101 26
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66 total 44510 1978 4244 7472 14115 13829 2872
male 20773 923 1981 3487 6587 6454 1340
female 23737 1055 2263 3985 7528 7375 1532
black 76 4 8 35 22 6
male 35 2 4 16 10 3
female 40 2 4 19 12 3
67 total 57062 5237 10702 11050 14926 12724 2423
male 27184 2495 5099 5264 7111 6062 1154
female 29878 2742 5604 5786 7815 6662 1269
black 41847 4672 11760 7570 10772 5584 1489
male 19936 2226 5603 3606 5132 2660 710
female 21911 2446 6158 3963 5640 2924 780
68 total 83534 7563 12798 16689 23725 19344 3414
male 38843 3517 5951 7760 11032 8995 1588
female 44691 4046 6847 8929 12693 10349 1827
black 80454 8880 18903 13632 20913 13355 4772
male 37411 4129 8790 6339 9725 6210 2219
female 43043 4751 10113 7293 11188 7145 2553
69 total 50756 3627 7049 9333 14642 13535 2570
male 23348 1668 3242 4293 6736 6226 1182
female 27408 1958 3806 5040 7907 7309 1388
black 48924 5037 11488 7164 10036 10423 4776
male 22505 2317 5285 3296 4617 4794 2197
female 26419 2720 6204 3869 5420 5628 2579
70 total 44706 2323 6405 7338 12457 13287 2895
male 21928 1139 3142 3599 6110 6517 1420
female 22778 1184 3263 3739 6347 6770 1475
black 2857 179 162 738 1182 596
male 1401 88 79 362 580 292
female 1456 91 83 376 602 304
71 total 65010 6193 11067 13161 17588 14243 2758
male 30704 2925 5227 6216 8307 6727 1303
female 34306 3268 5840 6945 9281 7516 1456
black 51282 5761 13456 9265 13835 7048 1916
male 24220 2721 6355 4376 6534 3329 905
female 27061 3040 7101 4889 7301 3719 1011
72 total 26685 1557 4441 4588 7170 7260 1670
male 12256 715 2040 2107 3293 3335 767
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black
73 total
black
74 total
black
75 total
black
female 14429 842 2401 2481 3877 3926 903
1625 123 277 226 555 359 85
male 746 56 127 104 255 165 39
female 879 66 150 122 300 194 46
36202 3114 6286 7107 9908 8129 1658
male 17323 1490 3008 3401 4741 3890 793
female 18879 1624 3278 3706 5167 4239 864
29450 3228 7971 5219 7686 4181 1165
male 14092 1545 3814 2497 3678 2001 558
female 15358 1683 4157 2722 4008 2181 608
23117 1283 3667 3982 6350 6333 1501
male 11036 613 1751 1901 3032 3024 717
female 12081 671 1916 2081 3319 3310 785
342 14 29 165 107 27
male 163 7 14 79 51 13
female 179 8 15 86 56 14
30849 2271 5179 5662 8379 7679 1679
male 14323 1054 2405 2629 3890 3565 780
female 16526 1217 2775 3033 4489 4114 899
16176 1693 4265 2678 3946 2686 908
male 7511 786 1980 1244 1832 1247 421
female 8666 907 2285 1435 2114 1439 486
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G. Indicators of Spanish Presence
In the early stages of the economic and social indicators
project, the Mayor's Office of Manpower expressed an interest in
being able to locate persons of Spanish origin by small
geographic region within the city. An investigation of the
problems involved was undertaken, with special interest in
developing a model for projecting Spanish population within the
city. A preliminary consideration of the problem yielded several
important, but discouraging conclusions. First, there is
considerable variation in what various individuals, government
agencies, and demographers view as a person of Spanish descent.
There are several Spanish speaking ethnic groups within the city,
and we could find no concensus on a new definition with unique
usefulness to manpower planning. Secondly, there is a lack of
timely data which can be made easily available on a small
geographic area. Our primary interest was in Spanish births by
communtiy area. These data are not specifically compiled by the
Bureau of Vital Statistics. Unfortunately the amount of effort
involved in assembling the available raw data exceeded the
resources of this project.
Rather than continue to patch together an ill-defined model
which rested on inconsistent data of indeterminable reliability,
we chose as an alternative to present an "indicator of Spanish
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presence". This would enable us to develop a feel for the level
and flow of this demographic group within the city, and still be
able to keep in perspective the exact definition and reliability
of the data.
As an example of such an indicator, we have utilized data
collected by the City of Chicago Board of Education and the
Archdiocese of Chicago in their racial and ethnic survey. These
surveys are done on an annual basis for each elementary and high
school in the city. We have used only the elementary school data
due to its increased accuracy with repect to community areas.
That is, the elementary schools have a student population drawn
from very near the school, and thus are more likely to reflect
the population of the community area in which the school is
located. No attempt was made to allocate the students between
community areas in those cases where the school was on a
community area boundary due to a lack of information on student
addresses. Schools were located by hand using the school
directories of the respective school systems. Those schools
which were closed in any year were still included in the
community area totals, although their Spanish students would move
to another school after the closing.
The surveys cover the years 1970 through 1974. A total of
865 city schools were included, representing 266 parochial and
599 public schools. Two community areas, Loop and Near South
Side, have no elementary school students, for a total of 74
relevant community areas. The following tables represent total,
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public and private summaries, and a ranking of community areas by
number of Spanish present.
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SPANISH SCHOOL ENROLLMENTS
COMMUNITY AREA SSA70 TOT70 SSA71 TOT71 SSA72 TOT72 SSA73 TOT73 SSA74 TOT74
Rogers Park 416 4069 377 3794 429 3519 435 3361 493 3315
West Ridge 197 7105 218 6741 221 6460 219 6187 206 5959
Uptown 2354 14675 2996 14660 3044 13420 2696 12870 3096 13584
Lincoln Sq. 261 5136 312 5015 361 4843 390 4768 361 4584
North Center 223 4709 206 4497 279 4394 347 4294 443 4242
Lakeview 3789 12713 3923 13058 3981 12286 4121 11323 4052 10713
Lincoln Park 2376 6492 1799 7762 2074 5878 2125 5756 2149 5716
Near N. Side 1042 10470 1825 8011 859 8183 845 7547 925 7622
Edison Park 1 1960 6 1841 1 1741 1661 1544
Norwood Park 19 7142 18 6343 12 6003 14 5701 8 5407
Jefferson Pk 14 2826 13 2201 11 2558 15 2434 13 2310
Forest Glen 36 3291 34 3245 43 3220 39 3135 42 3029
North Park 21 1068 11 1048 45 1017 30 991 106 970
Albany Park 445 6950 501 5512 763 6563 833 6287 841 6167
Portage Park 69 7431 91 6717 100 7043 92 6775 97 6471
Irving Park 78 5046 94 4909 93 4758 99 4461 115 4252
Dunning 23 6216 39 6055 35 5654 18 5404 36 5107
Montclare 3 1849 6 1765 6 1649 19 1590 11 1527
Belmont Crag 58 6072 65 5817 74 5549 81 5240 92 5010
Hermosa 168 2584 170 2397 227 2401 294 2310 355 2205
Avondale 399 5751 430 5622 503 5327 599 5021 665 4950
Logan Square 4385 13887 4840 13966 5269 13423 5800 12752 6639 12845
Humboldt Pk. 2833 13197 3190 12932 3418 12119 3792 11134 2808 11251
West Town 11907 20760 10613 19147 11593 18450 11213 17748 11026 17072
Austin 365 18355 574 19372 689 20842 736 19947 846 21590
W. Garfield 25 10030 22 10463 9 9601 7 7956 1 7995
E. Garfield 69 12323 25 9657 22 11206 13 11271 20 10431
Near W. Side 2114 24634 2076 23095 2129 21342 2217 18857 2173 18057
N. Lawndale 111 17761 101 16484 160 15436 151 14449 154 13433
S. Lawndale 4376 13009 4672 13571 5177 12051 5645 11870 5868 10992
Lower W. Sd. 6191 10069 6517 10587 6585 10021 6615 9889 6618 9844
Loop 0 0 0 0000
Near S. Side 0 0 0
Armour Sq. 198 3432 120 3406 187 3016 152 2928 175 2830
Douglas 10 10663 13 10018 18 9169 14 8677 8 8299
Oakland 3770 4852 4668 4238 4067
Fuller Park 4 1422 4 1418 14 1209 11 1056 11 945
Grand Blvd. 3 18791 17225 18053 16723 15757
Kenwood 34 3492 13 3119 7 2878 4 2337 7 2638
Washngton Pk 4343 1 4044 2405 4693 4255
Hyde Park 31 2923 12 2805 19 2563 19 2496 19 2381
Wooodlawn 30 6529 18 4316 8 3713 8 6057 16 5968
South Shore 162 5076 180 7232 131 8633 123 8307 98 8443
Chatham 4 7874 2 1536 1 4937 2 7964 2 6254
Avalon Park 2 2087 2081 1 2863 6 1889 4 2651
S. Chicago 1191 8012 1087 7190 1798 8161 1777 8524 1920 8294
Burnside 22 2500 23 1576 64 1551 35 1521 46 1493
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48 Calumet Hts. 234 3378 148 3403 115 3037 119 3597 97 2883
49 Roseland 289 17531 260 19157 32 10379 182 12359 148 13114
50 Pullman 128 2137 124 2265 139 2171 36 1315 57 1294
51 South Deerin 577 4834 2450 5762 2439 5918 2605 5633 2590 5531
52 East Side 140 3430 112 3149 181 4018 217 3293 197 3147
53 West Pullman 277 7978 313 8643 300 6391 277 7606 311 7024
54 Riverdale 14 4897 23 2827 20 3556 23 2625 24 2486
55 Hegewisch 37 2625 49 3096 76 2378 105 2203 113 2067
56 Garfield Rg
.
132 6855 125 6603 97 6371 84 5905 81 5600
57 Archer Hts. 38 1848 37 1701 38 1625 41 1554 41 1426
58 Brighton Pk. 404 4655 483 4414 472 4271 504 4083 545 3977
59 McKinley Pk. 237 2254 231 2224 246 2153 221 2017 277 1952
60 Bridgeport P 1352 6134 1287 6004 1297 7500 1229 5165 1199 5015
61 New City 2194 13057 2066 12857 2270 11979 2317 11687 2616 11418
62 West Elsdon 33 1946 68 1890 97 1799 82 1675 98 1590
63 Gage Park 28 3385 56 3307 47 3183 51 3043 79 3016
64 Clearing 44 4277 57 4126 36 3838 44 3634 63 3443
65 West Lawn 151 5968 122 5851 112 5573 70 4753 138 4592
66 Chicago Lawn 39 5072 45 5029 73 4927 83 4677 137 4606
67 W. Englewood 278 17848 284 13628 306 10625 332 12992 266 13812
68 Englewood 217 17910 78 18176 14 12394 25 16311 23 14931
60 G.G. Crossing 2 9850 4312 2 7103 18 10443 7 8696
70 Ashburn 56 8827 30 8329 31 7662 41 16010 51 6416
71 Ashburn 190 5997 133 6019 115 8072 111 11393 93 10945
72 Beverly 8 5686 38 5855 34 5354 50 5221 41 4983
73 Washngtn Hts 33 12629 7 6568 8 9608 3 7624 10 8855
74 Mount Green 1 4645 5 4109 5 3862 14 3607 14 3301
75 Morgan Park 3 5677 24 4561 22 7040 9 5368 13 5027
76 O'Hare 1 603 7 614 9 645 3 608
GRAND TOTALS of ALL CHILDREN and SPANISH CHILDREN
Grand Tot Grand Tot Grand Tot Grand Tot Grand Tot
Sum Sk70 Sum Sk70 Sum Sk71 Sum Sk71 Sum Sk71
53195 55893 59091 60553 61897
Grand Tot Grand Tot Grand Tot Grand Tot Grand Tot
Sum Tk72 Sum Tk73 Sum Tk74 Sum Sk74 Sum Tk74
549824 511570 494177 496837 474224
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SPANISH SCHOOL ENROLLMENTS - CATHOLIC SCHOOLS
COMMUNITY AREA SSA70 TOT70 SSA71 TOT71 SSA72 TOT7 2 SSA73 TOT73 SSA74 TOT74
01 Rogers Park 198 1440 136 1288 152 1065 149 998 169 945
02 West Ridge 117 1807 123 1678 101 1549 95 1476 78 1381
03 Uptown 547 3037 507 2772 477 2622 527 2540 460 2231
04 Lincoln Sq. 57 1450 68 1412 86 1362 87 1344 96 1259
05 North Center 11 901 27 828 25 814 36 802 60 760
06 Lakeview 539 2642 604 2445 600 2317 592 2052 539 1875
07 Lincoln Park 578 1361 536 1253 431 1152 432 1016 400 1028
08 Near N. Side 175 1106 149 1006 128 920 108 871 109 882
09 Edison Park 1036 966 906 916 870
10 Norwood Park 8 4257 14 3998 8 3876 6 3711 5 3523
11 Jefferson Pk 3 1020 5 965 5 893 4 865 2 842
12 Forest Glen 21 1487 18 1493 18 1491 24 1479 28 1450
13 North Park
14 Albany Park 40 884 90 815 200 723 170 676 160 659
15 Portage Park 42 3342 50 3155 50 2973 45 2817 44 2682
16 Irving Park 31 2678 38 2624 43 2458 43 2309 47 2133
17 Dunning 2710 2 2580 2 2410 2273 2170
18 Montclare 920 859 4 828 7 773 5 740
19 Belmont Crag 18 3681 20 3473 20 3304 27 3100 22 2985
20 Hermosa 69 735 58 607 60 579 60 550 65 410
21 Avondale 131 1946 47 1885 108 1831 146 1723 147 1712
22 Logan Square 756 3813 811 3628 932 3563 1057 3301 1241 3076
23 Humboldt Pk. 196 2102 233 1844 295 1679 322 1495 434 1463
24 West Town 1338 4112 1124 3504 1089 3251 1068 3017 945 2701
25 Austin 78 4407 94 3954 173 3676 151 3073 77 2789
26 W. Garfield 17 1040 19 987 6 855 670 672
27 E. Garfield 47 961 18 1001 9 955 6 999 6 660
28 Near W. Side 690 1854 518 1834 503 1692 458 1952 436 1612
29 N. Lawndale 20 1213 10 1121 12 1014 6 821 8 778
30 S. Lawndale 1077 2613 959 2462 982 2199 1094 2125 1092 2000
31 Lower W. Sd
.
1494 2589 1403 2507 1382 2346 1360 2254 1365 2203
32 Loop
33 Near S. Side
34 Armour Sq. 54 1014 56 950 45 930 42 917 44 873
35 Douglas 2 333 3 330 3 333 334 323
36 Oakland
37 Fuller Park 4 256 4 279 5 244 4 255 4 246
38 Grand Blvd. 1 1986 2085 1965 2006 2146
39 Kenwood 2 317 1 327 1 271 1 261 286
40 Washngton Pk 573 483 487 473 464
41 Hyde Park 5 310 285 300 4 269 4 281
42 Wooodlawn 3 798 774 759 749 709
43 South Shore 160 1583 169 1457 128 1413 109 1358 92 1527
44 Chatham 1 605 2 579 605 594 521
45 Avalon Park 541 542 556 2 575 578
46 S. Chicago 542 1924 548 1856 630 1690 610 1542 666 1462
47 Burnside 22 259 20 244 18 249 6 229 6 234
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48 Calumet Hts. 15 524 11 492 25 504
49 Roseland 82 1794 56 1636 27 745
50 Pullman
51 South Deerin 116 818 108 774 119 751
52 East Side 23 1284 36 1207 37 1079
53 West Pullman 123 2660 128 2400 120 2604
54 Riverdale 14 739 23 673 20 614
55 Hegewisch 971 916 829
56 Garfield Rg. 23 2525 16 2244 21 2037
57 Archer Hts. 38 1271 37 1128 38 1061
58 Brighton Pk. 106 2269 146 2098 142 1981
59 McKinley Pk. 62 851 66 839 77 784
60 Bridgeport P 324 2622 235 2480 266 2277
61 New City 744 5504 642 4944 730 4208
62 West Elsdon 20 905 53 894 76 848
63 Gage Park 2 1455 13 1373 16 1283
64 Clearing 16 1885 21 1820 6 1638
65 West Lawn 3095 2894 8 2700
66 Chicago Lawn 2 2070 5 1986 4 1864
67 W. Englewood 75 2216 48 1992 17 1746
68 Englewood 1 1686 1411 1302
60 G.G. Crossing 2214 2043 1904
70 Ashburn 4003 3724 3505
71 Auburn 142 4143 120 3786 95 3183
72 Beverly 2978 2888 4 2707
73 Washngtn Hts 11 1327 1163 1179
74 Mount Green 2256 2163 2036
75 Morgan Park 1748 1 1640 1549
76 O'Hare
36
9
134
60
156
23
13
26
38
159
78
211
687
67
20
9
14
18
7
87
11
1
524
754
753
982
1927
589
740
1920
989
1826
719
2111
4101
781
1155
1486
2547
1696
1473
1247
1881
12194
2588
2521
1135
1911
1439
35
5
160
50
221
24
10
32
36
176
78
220
807
73
23
8
10
37
17
5
93
17
3
493
738
719
861
1570
567
686
1774
874
1745
696
1989
3862
731
1073
1351
2370
1616
1182
1174
1724
2834
2660
2362
980
1720
1332
GRAND TOTALS of ALL CHILDREN and SPANISH CHILDREN
Grand Tot Grand Tot Grand Tot Grand Tot Grand Tot
Sum Sk70 Sum Sk70 Sum Sk71 Sum Sk71 Sum Sk71
11033 10249 10579 10722 10996
Grand Tot Grand Tot Grand Tot Grand Tot Grand Tot
Sum Tk72 Sum Tk73 Sum Tk74 Sum Sk74 Sum Tk74
129456 120743 112023 113549 97824
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SPANISH SCHOOL ENROLLMENTS PUBLIC SCHOOLS
COMMUNITY AREA SSA70 TOT70 SSA71 TOT71 SSA72 TOT72 SSA73 TOT73 SSA74 TOT74
Rogers Park 218 2629 241 2506
West Ridge 80 5298 95 5063
Uptown 1807 11638 2489 11888
Lincoln Sq. 204 3686 244 3603
North Center 212 3808 179 3669
Lakeview 3250 10071 3319 10613
Lincoln Park 1798 5131 1263 6509
Near N. Side 867 9364 1676 7005
Edison Park 1 924 6 875
Norwood Park 11 2885 4 2345
Jefferson Pk 11 1806 8 1236
Forest Glen 15 1804 16 1752
North Park 21 1068 11 1048
Albany Park 405 6066 411 4697
Portage Park 27 4089 41 3562
Irving Park 47 2368 56 2285
Dunning 23 3506 37 3475
Montclare 3 929 6 906
Belmont Crag 40 2391 45 2344
Hermosa 99 1849 112 1790
Avondale 268 3805 383 3737
Logan Square 3629 10074 4029 10338
Humboldt Pk. 2637 11095 2957 11088
West Town 10569 16648 9489 15643
Austin 287 13948 480 15418
W. Garfield 8 8990 3 9476
E. Garfield 22 11362 7 8656
Near W. Side 1424 22780 1558 21261
N. Lawndale 91 16548 91 15363
S. Lawndale 3299 10396 3713 11109
Lower W. Sd
.
4697 7480 5114 8080
Loop
Near S. Side
Armour Sq. 144 2418 64 2456
Douglas 8 10330 10 9688
Oakland 3770 4852
Fuller Park 1166 1139
Grand Blvd. 2 16805 15140
Kenwood 32 3175 12 2792
Washngton Pk 3770 1 3561
Hyde Park 26 2613 12 2520
Wooodlawn 27 5731 18 3542
South Shore 2 3493 11 5775
Chatham 3 7269 957
Avalon Park 2 1546 1539
S. Chicago 649 6088 539 5334
Burnside 2241 3 1332
277
120
2567
275
254
3381
1643
731
1
4
6
25
45
563
50
50
33
2
54
167
395
4337
3123
10504
516
3
13
1626
148
4195
5203
142
15
9
6
19
8
3
1
1
1168
46
2454
4911
10798
3481
3580
9969
4726
7263
835
2127
1665
1729
1017
5840
4070
2300
3244
821
2245
1822
3496
9860
10440
15199
17166
8746
10251
19650
14422
9852
7675
2086
8836
4668
965
16088
2607
1918
2263
2954
7220
4332
2307
6471
1302
286
124
2169
303
311
3529
1693
737
8
11
15
30
663
47
56
18
12
54
234
453
4743
3470
10145
585
7
7
1759
145
4551
5255
110
14
7
3
15
8
14
2
4
1167
29
2363
4711
10330
3424
3492
9271
4740
6676
745
1990
1569
1656
991
5611
3958
2152
3131
817
2140
1760
3298
9451
9639
14731
16874
7286
10272
16905
13628
9745
7635
2011
8343
4238
801
14717
2076
4220
2227
5308
6949
7370
1314
6982
1292
324
128
2636
265
383
3513
1749
816
3
11
14
106
681
53
68
36
6
70
290
518
5398
2374
10081
769
1
14
1737
146
4776
5253
131
8
7
7
15
16
6
2
4
1254
40
2370
4578
11353
3325
3482
8838
4688
6740
674
1884
1468
1579
970
5508
3789
2119
2937
787
2025
1795
3238
9769
9788
14371
18801
7323
9771
16445
12655
8992
7641
1957
7976
4067
699
13611
2352
3791
2100
5259
6916
5733
2073
6832
1259
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48 Calumet Hts. 219 2854 137 2911 90 2533 83 3073 62 2390
49 Roseland 207 15737 204 17521 5 9634 173 11605 143 12376
50 Pullman 128 2137 124 2265 139 2171 36 1315 57 1294
51 South Deerin 461 4016 2342 4988 2320 5167 2471 4880 2430 4812
52 East Side 117 2146 76 1942 144 2939 157 2311 147 2286
53 West Pullman 154 5318 185 6243 180 3787 121 5679 90 5454
54 Riverdale 4158 2154 2942 2036 1919
55 Hegewisch 37 1654 49 2180 76 1549 92 1463 103 1381
56 Garfield Rg. 109 4330 109 4359 76 4334 58 3985 49 3826
57 Archer Hts. 577 573 564 3 565 5 552
58 Brighton Pk. 298 2386 337 2316 330 2290 345 2257 369 2232
59 McKinley Pk. 175 1403 165 1385 169 1369 143 1298 199 1256
60 Bridgeport P 1028 3512 1052 3524 1031 5223 1018 3054 979 3026
61 New City 1450 7553 1424 7913 1540 7771 1630 7586 1809 7556
62 West Elsdon 13 1041 15 996 21 951 15 894 25 859
63 Gage Park 26 1930 43 1934 31 1900 31 1888 56 1943
64 Clearing 28 2392 36 2306 30 2200 35 2148 55 2092
65 West Lawn 151 2873 122 2957 104 2873 70 2206 128 2222
66 Chicago Lawn 37 3002 40 3043 69 3063 69 2981 100 2990
67 W. Englewood 203 15632 236 11636 289 8879 314 11519 249 12630
68 Englewood 216 16224 78 16765 14 11092 25 15064 23 13757
60 G.G. Crossing 2 7636 2269 2 5199 18 8562 7 6972
70 Ashburn 56 4824 30 4605 31 4157 34 3816 46 3582
71 Auburn 48 1854 13 2233 20 4889 24 8805 8285
72 Beverly 8 2708 38 2967 30 2647 39 2700 24 2621
73 Washngtn Hts 22 11302 7 5405 8 8429 3 6489 10 7875
74 Mount Green 1 2389 5 1946 5 1826 14 1696 14 1581
75 Morgan Park 3 3929 23 2921 22 5491 8 3929 10 3695
76 O'Hare 1 603 7 614 9 645 3 608
GRAND TOTALS of ALL CHILDREN and SPANISH CHILDREN
Grand Tot Grand Tot Grand Tot Grand Tot Grand Tot
Sum Sk70 Sum Sk70 Sum Sk71 Sum Sk71 Sum Sk71
42162 45644 48512 49831 50901
Grand Tot Grand Tot Grand Tot Grand Tot Grand Tot
Sum Tk72 Sum Tk73 Sum Tk74 Sum Sk74 Sum Tk74
420368 390827 382154 383288 376400
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The data file for Spanish and total grade school children
for either Public or Catholic schools or their combination
includes the school name, the community area number, and
alternately the Spanish grade school population and the total
grade school population side by side for the years 1970 through
1974. The specific format used during data input was
format (25x , i2 , 5 (f 4 .0 ,x, f 4 . 0) ) . (See appendix) In other words the
program allows 25 characters for school name (which it ignores),
two integer characters for the community area number in which the
school is located and the remaining field widths for reading
Spanish school children and total school children population.
The calculation of Spanish and total grade school
population for additional years may be undertaken by altering the
Fortran program SPANISH. F. For one additional year, 1975 for
example, the appropriate data may be entered in column 28 through
30, for each private and/or public school. The other characters
in each row of the data file, ie. columns 1-27, 31-80 will be
filled with blanks. The Spanish. f program will quiz the user for
the number of schools in the file.
Note that the SPANISH. F program calls a file of abbreviated
community area names. These names are located in a file entitled
/mnt/mom/lou/communityareas. The file contains 75 records each
of a maximum 15 characters in width.
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CHAPTER VI. Estimating Employment oy Small Geographic Area
within the City of Chicago
A. BACKGROUND
In initiating our investigation into the data needs of the
Mayor's Office of Manpower, we were surprised to learn that no
program existed to estimate employment Dy establishment for small
areas on a regular short-term basis. This was especially
interesting in a city which collects a tax on employees every
three months. Although figures are generated for the city as a
whole, no figures are presented by state or city agencies for
smaller divisions of the city such as Community Areas. This
occurs in a setting in which detailed figures are presented for
downstate areas where the local population is smaller than that
of many Community Areas of Chicago. The existence of this
situation constitutes a large gap between the needs of various
city agencies and the current availability of the necessary data
to generate reliable estimates.
Initially we recognized that the major problem was one of
data availability. Several agencies and private organizations
were collecting useful information, but no single source was
organizing that information or even sufficiently familiar with
the data to organize it properly. Furthermore we were faced with
several delays in acquiring data from the Employment Service in
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what appeared to us to be routine requests. Consequently we were
not sure that the necessary information could be made available
for a variety of political and even technical reasons. In order
to move forward in this area we proposed to conduct a preliminary
investigation into three specific data sources; the Dun and
Bradstreet DMI file, the Department of Revenue Employer's Expense
Tax (Head Tax) file, and the Illinois State Employment Service
ES-202 Covered Employment file. A formal request for this
information was made in our document of December 12,1974. The
Dun and Bradstreet data was received by CAC on Septenber 12,1975,
far too late in the project to allow analysis of the data. The
other two items were never delivered to CAC. Consequently
detailed work with these data were not performed. However,
sufficient description of the data was obtained so that we could
formulate a methodology which can be implemented upon receipt of
the necessary information.
B. PROJECT GOALS
Given the available information and the amount of time
allocated to this effort, our goal was to present a design for a
system to generate estimates of employment by small area within
the city for a base period, and then provide an accurate method
of estimating these values for future periods as updated data
became available. In order to achieve these goals, we divided
the effort into three separate tasks. First, we would conduct a
search for all relevant data sources useful to employment
estimation. Secondly, we would conduct personal interviews with
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the staff of the City of Chicago or other interested agencies to
determine the potential user community and the specific needs of
these different agencies. Finally, we would design a data
collection and processing system which would produce an initial
master list of Chicago employers and estimate base period total
employment by small area with a goal of providing quarterly
updates. It would not be our intention under this phase of the
CAC-Mayor's Office of Manpower (MOM) agreement to provide any
actual estimates of employment or to provide any data processing
assistance to MOM in pursuit of this goal. It was our task to
consider the problem and the opportunities involved and provide a
conceptual model of a system which would yield a maximum of
information (temporally and geographically) for each interested
party while minimizing the human effort and computer costs
necessary to achieve this goal.
C. PRELIMINARY STUDY
In order to more fully anticipate the needs of possible
users of the employment monitoring system, interviews were
conducted with the research staffs of the following
organizations
:
1) The Mayor *s Committee for Economic and Cultural Development
2) City of Chicago, Department of Development and Planning
3) The Chicago Area Geographic Information System
4) City of Chicago, Department of Revenue
5) Northeastern Illinois Planning Commission
Each respondent was familiarized with the activity either by MOM
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staff working paper or by verbal explanation. This briefing
included objectives of the project, preliminary systems study,
system requirements, and system specifications. Also included
was a list of possible data sources. Each section was explained
to the respondent with the goal of eliciting comments. A summary
of each interview follows.
1) Mayor's Committee for Economic and Cultural Development
(MCECD)
Our meeting with MCECD was conducted with Don Kane and Joel
Kerstetter. Both men seemed interested in the success of the
project and offered several helpful suggestions. Among these
were the possible inclusion of three additional data sources
consisting of
a) Industrial Relocation Data. This data is maintained by the
Chicago Association of Commerce and Industry and covers the
period 1961-1975. It indicates a change of investment such
as an expansion or relocation and its associated employment.
Mr. Kane estimates that 70-80 percent of all such activities
are included in this data source. The file contains about
4500 total records with about 400 transactions per year. The
file has been geocoded by sequential quarter-sections within
the city by IIT Research Institute and also contains the street
address. Consequently this can be recoded by correspondence
to Lambert Conformal geography, or initially coded from the
street address. Collection of this data is not an ongoing
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17
project and consequently future availability of the data is
subject to MCECD staff resources.
b) Tax Based Records. This data is collected and maintained
by the office of the county assessor for tax purposes. It
identifies each parcel of land within the city by what is
referred to as the Volume Permanent Index Number. This
number is assigned to each parcel with relation to its
Township-Range, Section, Quarter-Section and then
individual parcel location. This is an excellent numbering syste
and closely corresponds to quarter section geography as
used in the Illinois Resource Information System, with *
Area , Sub-Area and Block numbers corresponding to
Township-Range, Section, and Quarter section with a sequential
numbering scheme.
There is no employment data in this dataset. However, it is our
hope that data from this file could be matched to data in the
employment monitoring system to provide a leading indicator
of future employment change by looking at tax assessment
changes as a measure of investment and disinvestment by
establishments within the city. The data is available for the
years 1955-1971 and possibly 1974. Later years at least are
17
Iris Data Coding Manual. CAC Document No. 36. Center
for Advanced Computation, University of Illinois.
Urbana,1972.
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in the form of an SPSS system file. It is not clear at this
point how frequently the file is updated or whether or not
it would be made available for this purpose in machine-readable
form,
c) MCECD Survey Data. The Committee is conducting an ongoing
survey of Chicago employers in order to assist businesses
in certain sections of the city to maintain their current
location and to monitor the movement of businesses within
the city and SMSA. For purposes of the survey, 24 areas
in the city have been declared areas of concentration.
These areas average approximately three square miles in
size with one-third of the areas surveyed every three years.
The sample includes 800 manufacturing establishments with
10 or more employees. The survey reports number of employees
and number of production employees as well as other useful
items not directly bearing on employment monitoring.
The employment monitoring concept was well received by MCECD
and would be useful within the larger context of their mission as
a trouble-shooter for Chicago industry. There is a possibility
that MCECD might share part of the costs and/or effort involved
in developing and maintaining such a system. In addition Mr.
Kane raised some interesting related questions which deserve
additional attention. Especially significant was his discussion
of the SMSA as a conglomerate of labor markets rather than a
single marketplace for labor services. He pointed out the
existence of additional data on wages collected by the Employment
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Service which could add insight into this question as well as
emphasizing the importance of transportation in structural
segmentation of the labor markets.
2) City of Chicago, Department of Development and Planning
(DDP)
.
Mr. Jim Curry and Mr. Frank Gagliardi were interviewed at
the DDP offices. After viewing the objectives of the employment
monitoring system they agreed that the effort appeared worthwhile
and they would be interested in viewing the results of the
project if undertaken. DDP currently forecasts employment on a
long term basis for 1980, 1990 and 2000. These forecasts are
based on the NIPC methodology which is used by NIPC for the non-
city portion of the SMSA. Mr. Curry agreed with the
interviewer's observation that this methodology represents what
the planners would like to see happen in the future, and not
necessarily a best estimate of what will in fact take place. Mr.
Curry mentioned two points from his experience with the 1970
covered employment estimates that were helpful. First he noted
that the Illinois Bureau of Employment Security does not report
employment by company branches. Thus the employment reported at
a corporate headquarters does not necessarily represent the
number of employees at that location. A partial solution to
this problem is the use of the Dun & Bradstreet DMI file where
branches of corporations are reported separately. Secondly he
suggested that where possible, the federal employer
identification number be used to identify the employer.
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Despite DDP's interest in the project activity, Mr. Curry
made it clear that he views the project as entirely the
responsibility of the Mayor's Council of Manpower and Economic
advisors. He emphasized that its tasks should be the
responsibility of a single agency. Furthermore he pointed out
that the City's data center was a resource for computer hardware
only and that no system support or user requests could be handled
by the data center or DDP . In summary, DDP is not particularly
interested in participating in a user-oriented system of
employment monitoring in any capacity other than cataloging the
data as potentially interesting.
3) Chicago Area Geographic Information System (CAGIS)
An interview was conducted at the University of Illinois
Chicago Circle Campus with Ms. Jean Margaret Hynes of the CAGIS
staff. Ms. Hynes was involved on the nuts-and-bolts level with
the address matching of the 1970 covered employer file in
cooperation with DDP and NIPC. Her experience in these matters
provided us with some useful statistics and insights. She
estimated that ten percent of the address data in the Employment
Service ES-202 covered employer file contained incorrect
addresses and therefore couldn't be matched to quarter-section
geography without manual intervention in the geocoding process.
The generally poor quality of the data caused a first pass match
of only twenty percent of the listed firms. Eventually the
rejected firms could be coded to ninety-nine percent accuracy,
but at a cost of approximately eight man-years at the first
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attempt. A second employment estimate based on 1974 data would
still require about four man-years of effort. We note here that
the vast majority of problems with address matching occur in that
portion of the SMSA outside the city limits. This is due to new
addresses in more remote and developing areas not existing in the
Dual Independent Map Encoding (DIME) file. Consequently the
man-years of manual labor involved in resolving unmatched records
is greatly reduced within the city and can be reduced even
further if a sample of records is selected for each quarterly
estimate rather than the entire file.
Ms. Hynes indicated that there are approximately 175,000 firms
located in the six-county region, with about 132,000 employing
less than 10 people. There were 4,282 multiple location firms in
the 1970 survey. We note here that Dun & Bradstreet dat.
indicate that there are 1400 brancnes and 1000 headquarter:
within the city on their file of almost 9000 total listings
Since these multiple listings have been processed in previous
years, she anticipates less difficulty in allocating employment
among branches in future years.
CAGIS has dealt with the data processing involved in reading
the covered employment tape. Estimates of non-covered employment
are made by the Northeast Illinois Planning Commission. CAGIS is
interested in the employment monitoring project mainly as a
potential contractor and does not intend to be a primary user of
the data.
4) City of Chicago, Department of Revenue
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An interview was conducted with Bob Matura of the Department
by the staff of the Mayor's Office of Manpower. The Department
purchased the 1972 Dun & Bradstreet file to develop a mailing
list of employers in the city. This was used for the first time
in the first quarter of 1974. For all of 1974 the Head Tax
collection process was primarily done in a manual mode. Also,
1974 was used as a time to develop the automated system. The
first quarter of 1975 is the first time the automated system will
be used. Presently the file is on disk in the city's data
center. Employers are identified to the establishment level by
their federal employer identifications number. The Department
has nine auditors in the field to find employers who are not
paying the tax. Although there is space for the SIC number on
the file, the SICs have not been entered in the file. It is not
clear how or when they will be added. The addresses are clean
and are consistent with PRISM, the department of Development and
Planning's information system. It is not clear at this time
whether MOM or other potential users will be given access to the
file.
4) Northeastern Illinois Planning Commission (NIPC)
Telephone interviews were conducted with Inge Hutzel and Bob
Lima of the NIPC research staff. NIPC is not directly interested
in either short term employment or employment in the city proper.
However they have participated in the past efforts to estimate
1970, 1972, and 1974 employment in the SMSA. Their primary
responsibility in these tasks has been the survey of employment
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not covered by the unemployment compensation laws. This consists
of establishments such as federal, state, and local governments,
railroads, schools, and other non-covered employers. Mr. Lima
estimates that over 2,600 establishments are included within the
scope of their surveys with an additional 7,000 agricultural
establishments. Over half of this employment is located within
the city limits. NIPC has demonstrated a generally cooperative
attitude and has tentatively agreed to make the list of non-
covered employers available to CAC for the purpose of this study.
NIPC has been involved in a long and friendly working
relationship with CAC in connection with the Illinois Resource
Information System (IRIS) and could provide insightful comments
on the appropriateness of that software for the storage,
retrieval, updates, and analysis of the proposed employment
monitoring system. The 1970 estimates of employment by Quarter
section are already available through the IRIS system.
D. System Plan
In consideration of the need for current estimates of total
employment within the city by various city agencies and the
availability of a rich body of relevant information, it is our
opinion that an employment monitoring system can and should be
established. The system should be basea on a complete survey done
once each year followed by quarterly updates throughout the rest
of the year. We recognize that the quality of the system will
depend on the amount of resources devoted to it, and that
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anything short of a complete census will contain some degree of
error. However the foundation for such a system has already been
laid, and once the initial effort is expended, an accurate
methodology can be maintained at a relatively small cost. If the
system can help to identify one employer whose employment is
declining and who can be helped to remain a viable establishment
within the city, then the effort involved will have been
justified.
Toward this goal, the project should be divided into two distinct
phases. The first should include the system development and
initial collection of data. This will involve the formation of
the data base and elimination of errors within the various data
sources. Most difficult will be the elimination of duplicate
entries and the evaluation of the quality and frequency of update
where duplications exist. Also included in this portion is the
geocoding of each establishment where such geocoding has not
already been completed by previous studies. We recommend that
each employer be identified by quarter-section geography within
the city to facilitate area studies. There are a possible 980
geographic identifiers which should be patterned after the
Assessor's Index Number and should be translatable to Lambert
Conformal Geography. This phase will also include the selection
or creation of an appropriate retrieval system, and an initial
database consistent with that system. The second portion of the
project will include maintenance of the database and the ongoing
updates and inclusion of new establishments. Since the primary
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sources of data are the ES-202 and Dept. of Revenue files, it
should be the goal of this portion of the effort to provide
estimates of total employment by community area on a quarterly
basis. The Manpower Administration requires SMSA summaries of
the ES-202 form to be submitted by the fifth month following the
quarter. We would hope that this would be the latest date that
the information could be made available. Although the Dept. of
Revenue master file is compiled for each quarter, we do not know
the inherent delay in making that data available. We can only
hope that it will be timely enough to permit a maximum six month
delay in the estimation of employment for any given quarter. The
other less inclusive data sources are updated on an annual basis
and will not enter into the quarterly updates, but will be
included in the database as they become available. We anticipate
that 75 percent of total employment can be included in the
quarterly updates.
E. Data Input
The heart of the data input system will be a preprocessor
program which will accept as input any of the relevant input
sources and generate an intermediate database. This intermediate
file can then be merged with the permanent database, adding new
records for establishments which have not been previously
included, and overwriting those records with updated information.
The Preprocessor will contain separate input routines for each
relevant database. Each record will be transformed into the
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basic format of the permanent database. At this time each data
element will be checked against a range of possible values to
detect data coding errors. All data elements not present in a
particular record will be flagged with a missing data code. Once
the intermediate file is complete, it will be inserted into the
permanent database. If the data item cannot match a permanent
record with a geographic identifier, it will be rejected and
saved for geocoding. In the initial stage of the project, all
records will have to be assigned geographic identifiers. Records
with data element values exceeding the appropriate error bounds
will be rejected and saved for correction and re-insertion.
The output of the preprocessor run will be an intermediate
database of the same form as the permanent database. This
intermediate file will be sorted by its geographic identification
numbers and used as input to the insertion program. Each run of
the insertion program will allow either the setting of criterion
values for each data element or the suppression of all error
checking. For example, an individual insertion may be run such
that any employment fluctuation of 10 percent from the old value
will be rejected for further investigation. Similarly a Standard
Industrial Classif icaton which doesn't exactly match may be
rejected. Either case may be inserted on subsequent runs with
the error checking reset if the discrepancies have been verified
to be correct. The insertion process will be a complete
overwrite of the old record by the new, unless the new record
contains a missing data code in a field in which the old record
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has a real value. Each new record will be inserted in the
permanent database under its appropriate geographic
identification and then in order of its employer
identification (FID) . This will enhance the efficiency of the
retrieval program in extracting data by geographic regions such
as community areas or the MCECD survey areas.
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The permanent database will have the following format.
Data Element Characters Positions Contents
FID 12 1-12
NAME 30 13-42
STRTNO 5 43-47
DIR 1 48-48
STRTNM 16 49-64
ZIP 6 65-70
SIC 4 71-74
GEO
EMP1
EMP2
EMP3
SOURCE
75-77
78-82
83-87
88-92
93-93
Federal or City id>
Establishment name
Street number
Street direction
Street name
Zip code
Standard Industrial Code
(left justified)
IIT quarter section number
Employees for first month
Employees for second month
Employees for third month
Coded value for source of da
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F. Data Retrieval
Once the database is in finished form, the key to its value
is the retrieval system. Several such systems are available from
a variety of vendors which could be adapted to this use. The
characteristics of the selected system will contain some
essential abilities with an eye towards additional facilities
which might be useful. The essential requirements are:
1) The system must be able to extract data by any given data
element or combination of data elements in the file. For
example, an essential request might be to tabulate all quarter
sections within the city which have establishments engaged in
warehousing. Alternatively one might be interested in those
tracts in the MCECD current survey area where total employment in
manufacturing is greater than 1,000. The minimal requirements
are the ability to add and tabulate data and the ability to make
comparisons between different geographic areas. In addition to
adding data element values, the retrieval system should be able
to count the occurrences of any particular characteristic.
2) The system must be able to aggregate individual quarter
sections into other geographic regions for the convenience of
individual studies. For example, a request might be received to
sum the number of manufacturing employees in a Model Cities,
Economic Development Administration or CETA Title II area. To do
this the user would specify the quarter sections which constitute
the area of interest and then submit the request. The retrieval
system should have the ability to store information on which
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quarter sections are members of that region so that the entire
request would not have to be repeated. In addition it would be
useful to establish regions on the basis of data values in the
database. For example, one might create the region of quarter
sections where there is any employment in SIC 28, Chemicals and
Allied Products.
3) The third requirement is that the system be able to output
data to a separate file for use be specialized programs such as
report generators. The feature allows the flexibility of doing
special investigations which may exceed the capabilities of the
basic retrieval system. For example one might use current data
in conjuction with information on past years to develop some type
of trend analysis. This is not the proper function of the
retrieval program, but should be technically possible given the
appropriate data from the retrieval program.
In addition to these essential requirements, the retrieval
system should be selected with some additional desirable
characteristics in mind. These include:
1) Ease of use by non-technical personnel
2) The ability to apply arithmetic functions to the retrieval of
a data element. This feature is especially useful in weighting
parcels by some criterion in decision making models.
3) The ability to compare employment data with other data stored
by quarter section such as land use data or employment data for
past years.
4) The ability to generate maps or to output data according to
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the coordinates of the quarter section. This is especially
useful for presentations and for better understanding of the
data.
5) The ability to remember commands which have been used in the
past and stored for later use. This is especially useful for
often used and complicated commands which may be used repeatedly
each time the data is changed. This eliminates the need for re-
conceptualizing the problem when new relevant data is included in
the database.
It is our opinion that the data storage and retrieval system
most closely fitting this particular need is the Illinois
Resource Information System (IRIS) which was designed and
developed at CAC. This system stores any number of classes of
data by quarter section resolution and the IRIS database already
encompasses the Chicago SMSA including the city. Regardless of
who the user is, he or she need not have a detailed knowledge of
computers and programming. Access to IRIS is through a
typewriter-like terminal which is usually located at a site
distant from the computer. All IRIS commands are given in a
language \/ery similar to conversational English. The initial
costs of this step are estimated at two to four weeks and
approximately $300 in computer costs. This retrieval system
would then offer many more facilities than any other retrieval
system with which we are familiar.
Another reasonable alternative is the use of Ingress, a
database management system designed for the UNIX operating
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1 ft
system. Ingress permits the storage of large amounts of data
(up to 30/000.000 bytes) and retrieve the data on an interactive
terminal. Like IRIS it allows the storage of complex commands
and the ability to perform arithmetic operations on the data. It
has the advantage of being able to delete and insert data
directly from the terminal without running the preprocessing and
insertion programs. It does not have any particular geographic
referencing ability although all of the requirements listed in
the preceding sectin can be met by this system. Ingress does not
have the advantage of containing any mapping information or any
other data for the Chicago region (land use, past employment,
etc.) which might be useful. However it is a powerful tool, and
since other programs developed for this project are available on
UNIX, we would recommend the use of this system as a home for the
employment monitoring project.
A third alternative is the design and implementation of a
custom system to suit this project's particular needs. This
would have the advantage of capitalizing on its knowlege of the
structure of the database to increase the efficiency of
processing (IRIS would also have this advantage). The design of
such a system could include any special reports or summary
information that MOM would consider important. Such a system
18
see "Getting Started in Ingress", Michael
Stonebraker, Dept. of Computer Science, University of
California. Berkely, 1975.
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might include mode of operation for updating individual records
that would be superior to any currently available. The
disadvantage of such an approach is that development costs would
be higher than either of the preceeding systems. The magnitude
of these costs would depend directly on the needs of the project
staff, but would entail a minimum of two months of programmer
time in the design and implementation.
A final alternative is the use of one of the commercially
available storage and retrieval systems. These are frequently
designed as management information systems and hold no design
advantage for this type of project. Their primary function is
the simple storage and retrieval of information. Furthermore,
most of these systems are available only in batch mode, thus
greatly reducing the productivity of the project staff.
Individual systems can be more fully investigated through tne
publicly available documentation. We would not recommend the use
of these systems unless for administrative reasons, the project
could not continue without it. We note here that the IRIS and
INGRESS systems are available on competively priced computer
systems and their operation cost is attractive vis-a-vis the
commercially available systems.
We have attempted in this section to present all the
relevant issues relating to employment monitoring and have
presented this system design with this information in mind.
However, the decisions governing the implementation of this
project rest with the City of Chicago, and no responsibility for
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the final form of the project is either expressed or implied in
this section without the continued involvment of the Center for
Advanced Computation in the project implementation.
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editors and reporters 10220300
musicians and composers 10220350
painters and sculptors 10220400
photographers 10220450
public relations men, writers 10220500
radio, tv announcers 10220550
writers, artists, entertain nee 10220600
other prof f essional
,
technical 10240000
accountants 10240050
architects 10240100
archivists and curators 10240150
clergymen 10240200
religious, exc clergymen 10240250
farm management advisors 10240300
foresters, conservationists 10240350
home management advisors 10240400
judges 10240450
lawyers 10240500
librarians 10240550
operations, systems research 10240600
personnel labor relations 10240650
research workers, nee 10240700
recreation workers 10240750
social workers 10240600
vocational, ed counselors 10240850
managers, officials, proprietors 20000000
buyers, sales, loan managers 20020000
bank, financial managers 20020050
creditmen 20020100
buyers, shippers, farm prod 20020150
buyers, wholesale, retail 20020200
purchasing agents, buyers, nee 20020250
sales manager, retail trade 20020300
sales manager, exc ret trade 20020350
administrators, pub inspectors 20040000
assess, control, loc pub admin 20040050
construction inspector, pub 20040100
health administrators 20040150
inspectors, esc construct pub 20040200
officials, admins, pub 20040250
postmasters and mail super 20040300
school admin, college 20040350
school admin, elem, secondary 20040400
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funeral directors 20060050
mgrs, superintendants
,
bldg 20060100
office managers, nee 20060150
officrs, pilots, pursers, ship 20060200
officials of lodges, unions 20060250
railroad conductors 20060300
restraurant, cafe, bar mgrs 20060350
other mgrs, administrators 20060400
sales workers 30000000
advertising agents, salesmen 30000050
auctioneers 30000100
demonstrators 3000015
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hucksters and peddlers 30000200
insurance agents, brokers, etc 30000250
newsboys 30000300
real estate agents, brokers 30000350
stock and bond salesmen 30000400
sales repres, mfg 30000450
sales repres, wholesale trade 30000500
sales lerks, retail trade 30000550
salesmen, retail trade 30000600
salesmen, serv and constr 30000650
clerical workers 40000000
stenographers, typists, secre 40020000
secretaries, legal 40020050
secretaries, medical 40020100
secretaries, other 40020150
stenographers 40020200
typists 40020250
office machine operators 40040000
bookeeping, billing operators 40040050
calculating machine operators 40040100
computer, peripheral equip 40040150
duplicating machine operators 40040200
keypunch operators 40040250
tabulating machine operators 40040300
other office machine operators 40040350
other clerical workers 40060000
bank tellers 40060050
billing clerks 40060100
bookkeepers 40060150
cashiers 40060200
clerical assist, soc welfare 40060250
clerical supervisors, nee 40060300
collectors, bill and account 40060350
counter clerks, exc food 40060400
dispatcher, starter, vehicle 40060450
enumerators and interviewers 40060500
estimators, investigators, nee 40060550
expeditors, prod controllers 40060600
file clerks 40060650
insurance adjust, exam 40060700
library attendants, assistant 40060750
mail carriers, post office 40060800
mail handler, exc post office 40060850
messengers and office boys 40060900
meter readers, utilities 40060950
payroll, time keeping clerks 40061000
postal clerks 40061050
proofreaders 40061100
real estate appraisers 40061150
receptionists 40061200
shipping, receiving clerks 40061250
statistical clerks 40061300
stock clerks, store keepers 40061350
teachers aides, exc monitors 40061400
telegraph messengers 40061450
telegraph operators 40061500
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telephone opera
ticket station,
weighers
raise clerical w
craftsmen
,
fore
const ruction cr
carpenters
carpenters appr
br ickmasons and
brick
,
stonemas
bulldozer opera
cement and cone
electricians
electricians ap
excavating
,
gra
floor layers, e
painters
,
const
painter appren
paperhangers
plasterers
plasterer appre
plumbers and pi
plumbers
,
pipef
roofer and slat
structuralmetal
tilesett ers
foremen
,
nee
metalworking
blacksmiths
bo ilermaker s
heat t reater s
,
forgemen and ha
job and die set
machinists
machinist appre
millwrights
molder s
,
metal
molders appren
pattern and mod
rollers and fin
sheet metal wor
sheet metal app
t ool , diemaker s
tool , diemaker
mechanics
,
repa
air cond
,
heat
i
aircraf t
s
auto accessorie
auto body repai
auto mechanics
auto mechanics
data processing
farm implement
heavy equip raec
household appli
loom fixers
tors
express agents
orkers
,
nee
men
,
kindred
a f tsmen
entices
stonemasons
on appren
tors
rete finishers
pren
ding, mach op
xc tile setters
ruction
,
maint
pe f it t er
s
itters appren
ers
craft
craftsmen exc mech
annealer s , etc
ramermen
ters, metal
n
el makers
ishers, metal
kers, tinsmiths
ren
appren
irmn , installr s
ng
,
refrig
s intalr
rmen
appren
mach repairmen
h, incl deisel
ance mechanics
4 006 1 550
4006 1600
4006 1 650
4006 1700
50000000
50020000
50020050
50020100
500201 50
50020200
50020250
50020300
50020350
50020400
50020450
50020500
50020550
50020600
50020650
50020700
50020750
50020800
50020850
50020900
50020950
50021 000
50040000
50060000
50060050
500601 00
500601 50
50060200
50060250
50060300
50060350
50060400
50060450
50060500
50060550
50060600
50060650
50060700
50060750
50060800
50080000
50080050
500801 00
50080150
50080200
50080250
50080300
50080350
50080400
50080450
5008.0500
50080550
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office machine repairmen 50080600
radio, television repairmen 50080650
railroad, car shop repairmen 50080700
mechanics exc auto appren 50080750
other mechanics and repairmen 50080800
printing trade craftsmen 50100000
bookbinders 50100050
compositors and typesetters 50100100
elect rotypers , stereotypers 50100150
engravers exc phot oengravers 50100200
photoengravers , m lithographers 50100250
pressmen and plate printers 50100300
pressmen appren 50100350
printing appren, exc press 50100400
transportation, pub util craft 50120000
electric powr linemen, cablemen 50120050
locomotive engineers 50120100
locomotive firemen 50120150
power station operators 50120200
telephone installrs, repairmen 50120250
telephone linemen, splicers 50120300
other craftsn, kindred wrkrs 50140000
bakers 50140050
cabinetmakers 50140100
carpet installers 50140150
cranemen, derrickmen, hoistmen 50140200
decorators, window dressers 50140250
dental laboratory tech 50140300
furniture and wood finish 50140350
furriers 50140400
glaziers 50140450
inspectors, log and lumber 50140500
inspectors, other 50140550
jewelers and watchmakers 50140600
millers, grain, flour, feed 50140650
motion picture projectionists 50140700
opticians, lens grindr, polishr 50140750
piano, organ tuners, repairmen 50140800
shipfitters 50140850
shoe repairmen 50140900
sign painters and letters 50140950
stationary engineers 50141000
stone cutters, stone carvers 50141050
tailors 50141100
upholsterers 50141150
craftsmen, kindred workers, nee 50141200
former armed forces members 50141250
craft appren, nee 50141300
operatives 60000000
operatives, exc transport 61000000
semiskilled metalworking 61020000
drill press operatives 61020050
furnacemen, sraeltermen, pourers 61020100
grinding machine operatives 61020150
heaters, metal 61020200
lathe, milling mach operatives 61020250
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metal platers
other precision mach opr
punch stamping press opr
solderers
welders and flame cutters
semiskilled textile
carding, lapping, combing
knitters, loopers, and toppers
spinners, twisters, winders
weavers
other textile operatives
semiskilled packing, inspecting
checkers, examiners, etc, mfg
graders and sorters, mfg
meat wrappers, retail trade
packer, wrapper, exmeat, produce
prod grdr, packer, exc fact, farm
other operatives, exc transport
asbestos, insulation workers
assemblers
blasters and powdermen
bottling, canning operatives
chainmen, rodmen, asmen surveying
clothing ironers and pressers
cutting operatives, nee
dressmaker, seamstress, exc fact
drillers, earth
dry wall installers, lathes
dyers
filer, polisher, sander, buffer
garage workers, gas stat atten
laundry, dry clean op, nee
meat cutters, butchers, exc mfg
meat cutters, butchers
railleners
mine operatives, nee
mixing operatives
oilers, greasers, exc auto
painters, mfg articles
photographic process workers
riveters and fasteners
sailors and deckhands
sawyers
sewers and stitchers
shoemaking machine opr
stationary firemen
winding operatives, nee
misc mach operatives
oper t ives
,
nee
transport equipment operatives
boatmen and canalmen
bus drivers
conductors, motormen, urban rail
delivery and routemen
fork lift, towmotor opr
motormen, mine, fact, logging
020300
020350
020400
020450
020500
040000
040050
040 100
0401 50
040200
040250
060000
060050
060100
6 15
060200
050250
080000
080050
080100
0801 50
080200
080P50
080300
080350
080400
080450
080500
080550
080600
080650
080700
080750
080800
080850
080900
080950
081000
081 050
081 1 00
081150
081200
081250
081 300
08 1 350
081400
081450
081500
081 550
62000000
62000050
62000100
62000150
62000200
62000250
62000300
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parking attendants
railroa brakemen
railroad switchmen
taxicab drivers, chauf
truck drivers
service workers
cleaning service worke
chambermaid, maid, exc
cleaners and charwomen
janitors and sextons
food service workers
bartenders
busboy s
cooks, exc private
dishwashers
food counter, fountain
waiters
food workers, nee, exc
health service workers
dental assistants
health aies, except nu
health trainees
lay midwives
nurses aides, orderlie
practical nurses
personal service worke
airline stewardesses
atten, recreation, amu
atten, personal servic
baggage porters and be
barbers
boarding, lodging hous
bootblacks
child care workers, ex
elevator operators
hairdressers, cosmetol
housekeepers, exc priv
personal service appre
school monitors
ushers, recreation , amu
welfare service aides
protective service wor
crossing guard, bridge
firemen, fire protecti
guards and watchmen
marshals and constable
policemen and detectiv
sheriffs and bailiffs
private household work
child care workers
cooks, private
housekeepers, private
laundresses, private
maids, servants, priva
laborers, except farm
animal caretakers, exc
f eur s
r s
priv
workers
private
rsing
rs
sement
e
,
nee
llhops
ekeeper s
c private
ogis t
s
ate
n
sement
ker s
tenders
on
s
es
ers
te
farm
62000350
62000400
62000450
62000500
62000550
70000000
70020000
70020050
70020100
70020150
70040000
70040050
70040 100
70040150
70040200
70040250
70040300
70040350
70060000
70060050
70060100
70060150
70060200
70060250
70060300
70080000
70080050
70080 1 00
70080150
70080200
70080250
70080300
70080350
70080400
70080450
70080500
70080550
70080600
70080650
70080700
70080750
70100000
70100050
70 1 001 00
70100 150
701 00200
70100250
70100300
70120000
70120050
70120100
70120150
70120200
70 120250
80000000
80000050
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carpenters, helpers 80000100
constr labr, exc carpenter help 80000150
fishermen and oysterraen 80000200
freight, material handlers 80000250
garbage collectors 80000300
gardnrs, groundkeepr, exc farm 80000350
longshoremen and stevedores 80000400
lumbermen, raftsmen, woodchopprs 80000450
stock handlers 80000500
teamsters 80000550
vehicle washr, equip cleaners 80000600
warehousemen, nee 80000650
other laborers 80000700
farmers and farm workers 90000000
farmers and farm managers 90020000
farmers (owners and tenants) 90020050
farm managers 90020100
farm laborers, farm foremen 90040000
farm foremen 90040050
farm laborers, wage workers 90040100
farm laborers, unpaid family 90040150
farm laborers, self-erapl 90040200
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FIELD
GALE
KILMER
St Igan
St Jero
ANGEL G
ARMSTRO
Angel G
BARTELM
BOONE
CLINTON
DECATUR
GREEN, W
GREEN, W
JAMIESO
ROGERS
STONE
St Henr
St Hill
St Marg
St Timo
Academy
BETHANY
BRENNEM
BRENNEM
DISNEY
GOUDY
GOUDY B
GOUDY N
HAYT
Hardey
MARTINI
MCCUTCH
MCCUTCH
Our Lad
PEIRCE
STEWART
STOCKTO
STOCKTO
SWIFT
St Gert
St Greg
St Mary
St Thorn
TRUMBAL
BUDLONG
CHAPPEL
MCPHERS
Queen o
St Matt
Transf i
WATERS
AUDUBON
BELL
COONLEY
JAHN
t ius
me , Morse
ARD. B. OF STONE
NG, GEORGE
uardian Orphanage
E B. OF ARM.
ILLIAM
N
y
ary
aret Mary
thy
of the Sacred He
B OF HOYT
ANN
ANN B
MAGNET
BRANCH
Preporatory Schoo
BILINGUAL ED
EON
EON B
y of Lourdes,Ashl
N
N UGC
rude
ory
of the Lake
as of Canterbury
L
L
ON
f the Angels
hias
gurat ion
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
02
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
U
4
4
4
4
4
4
5
5
5
5
6
39
6
10
13
3
45
3
4
3
131
21
23
40
5
5
3
6
50
30
4
1
175
26
52
23
4
15
10
2
12
3
40
17
6
9
1 1
1 1
3
669
1
2
2
180
10
506
1 18
4
8
4
157
63
2
122
48
32
45
2
1
22
9
1 1
14
2
6
2
17 23
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SCHNEIDER
St Benedict
AGASSIZ
ALCOTT
BLAINE
BURLEY
GREELEY
HAMILTON
HAWTHORNE
LEMOYNE
MORRIS
NETTELHORST
Our Lady of
RAVENSWOOD
St Alphonsu
St Andrew
St Bonavent
St Sebastia
LASALLE
LASALLE SAL
LINCOLN
MAYER
MULLLIGAN
NEWBERRY
PRESCOTT
St Clement
St Michael,
St Teresa,
K
St Vincent
THOMAS
BYRD
COOLEY E.V.
COOLEY U.G.
FRANKLIN
Holy Name C
Immaculate
JENNER
MANIERRE
OGDEN
SCHILLER
St Joseph,
St Stanisla
TRUTH PRIMA
EBINGER
STOCK B. OF
St Juliana
BEARD
EDISON
EDISON B.
GARVEY
Immaculate
NORWOOD PAR
ONAHAN
ORIOLE PARK
ORIOLE PARK
PERKINS B.
Mt Carmel
s
ure
n
V. ARMY
Hudson
enmore
de Paul
G.C.
C.
athedral
Conception , NP
rleans
us Kostka
RY
EBINGER
Conception , Ta
K
UNIT, CLASS
OF BEARD
97
11
23
2
1
14
1
17
8
16
6
14 18
135 153
25
15
285
413
3
1 30
5
5
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7 8
7 7
7
8 842
8 936
8
8 643
8 14
8
81916
8 130
8 132
81558
8 382
8
8
9
9
9
10
10
10
10 2
10
10
10
10
10
10
97
2
8
41
4
2
26
8
77
12
28
15
1
51
112
304
314
12
82
41
21
18
702
40
350
328
43
194
1467
747
108
697
220
47
719
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St Eug
St Mori
St Tar
St The
BEAUBI
FARNES
FOREST
HITCH
St Con
St Cor
EDGEBR
Queen
SAUGAN
St Mar
THOREA
WILDWO
PETERS
SOLOMO
HAUGAN
HENRY
HIBBAR
Our La
PALMER
VOLTA
VON ST
GRAY
Our La
PORTAG
PRUSSI
REINBE
SMYSER
St Bar
St Lad
St Mar
St Rob
BATEMA
BELDIN
CLEVLA
IRVING
Imraacu
MURPHY
SCAMMO
St Edw
St Via
BRIDGE
CANTY
CANTY
DEVER
St Fra
St Pas
St Pri
THORPE
LOCKE
St Wil
BURBAN
FALCON
ene
ica
ci ssus
cla
eN
WORTH
B. OF FARNESWORTH
the Woods
OF SAUG.
stance
nelius
OK
of All Saints
ASH
y of
U B.
OD
ON
N
D
dy of Mercy
EUBEN U.G.C.
dy of Victory
E PARK
NG
RG
tholoi
islau
y of
ert B<
N
G
ND
PARK
late Heart of Mary
N
ard
tor
mew
s
Providence
lellarmine
UNIT CLASSROOMS
Borgia
a
ncis
cal
scilli
,0. A .
liara
K
ER
1
3
13
1
1 1
4
1
7 4
58 60
14 11
3
53 37
1
73 69
1
80 73
92 87
54 43
1
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HANSON PARK B. OF SCH .
LLOYD
LYON
SCHUBERT
St Ferdinand
St Genevieve
St James, Menard
St John Bosco
St Stanislaus B&M,Lorel
BARRY
NIXON
St Philomena
AVONDALE
LINNE
MONROE
REILLY
St Francis Xavier ,Franci
St Hyacinth
St Veronica
St Wenceslaus
BRENTANO
Blessed Agnes
CHASE
DARWIN
DRUMMOND
GOETHE
MOZART
Our Lady of Grace
PULASKI
St Hedwig
St John Berchmans
St Mary of the Angels
St Sylvester
YATES
YATES U.G.C.
CAMERON
FUNSTON
LOWELL
MORSE
MORTON U.GC.
Maternity ,BVM
NOBEL
Our Lady of the Angels
PICCOLO E.
PICCOLO MIDDLE
RYERSON
STOWE
St Francis of Assisi
Sts Cyril & Methodius-Wa
WRIGHT
ANDERSON
ANDERSON E.V.G.C.
Annunciation
BURR
CARPENTER
CHOPIN P. AND I.
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
20
20
20
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
22
22
22
22
22
22
22
22
22
22
22
22
22
22
22
23
23
23
58
17
10
21
3
5
5
12
50
41
4
46
6
32
124 101
1
36
231396
23 976
23
23
23
23
23
232572
23
23
23
23
24
24
24
24
24
24
4
2
22
5
317
5
133
1069
763
2
95
25
65
1062
9
69
9
4
345
5
470
174
25
2
16
246
11
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St
St
St
St
St
St
CHOPIN U.
COLUMBUS
Holy Inno
Holy Rosa
Holy Trin
KOSCIUSKO
LAYFAYETT
MITCHEL
MOOS
MOTLEY
OTIS
PEABODY
SABIN
SCHLEY
Santa Mar
St Aloysi
Bonifa
Columb
Fideli
Helen
Mark
Nichol
TALCOTT
TALCOTT B
VON HUMBO
VON HUMBO
WICKER PA
WICKER PA
ARMSTRONG
ARMSTRONG
ARMSTRONG
AUSTIN MI
BYFORD
CLARK, M S
DEPRIEST
EMMET
EMMET
EMMET
EMMET
HAY
HAY BRANC
HOWE
KEY
KEY, CLAR
LEWIS
LOVETT
MAY
MAY B.of
NASH
Our Lady
Resurrect
SAYRE
SPENCER
St Angela
St Lucy
St Peter
G.C.
cents
ry
,
Erie
ity
,
Cleaver
17
3
ia Addolorata
us
ce
kllle
s
as Cathedral
LDT
LDT B.
RK
RK U.G.C.
,
LOUIS
,
LOUIS B.
,
LOUIS SPCL ED
DDLE SCHOOL
NOR
NOR
WES
CHOOL
TH
TH b.
T
H
K BRANCH
EMMET W.
Help of Christ!
ion
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
251335
25
25 523
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
251929
25
1b
2
50
20
65
51
2
1 1
132
127
271
1
6
5
10
2
1
25
98
152
78
10
107
133
118
6
6
25
25
25
25
87
16
572
73
Canisius
252106
25
25 7
25
1 1
103
31
1 1
6
179
116
148
335
43
6
1
5
37
9
176
40
147
98
242
298
1158
386
1473
973
822
720
366
570
14 19
777
6
1504
1598
224
586
71
1607
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St Thorn
YOUNG
DELANO
GOLDBLA
HEFFERN
LAWRENC
MARCONI
MELODY
Present
SUMNER
St Mel
TILTON
WEBSTER
WEST GA
BEIDLER
BETHUNE
CALHOUN
CATHER
DODGE
ERICSON
FARADAY
JENSON
MANELY
MARSHAL
Our Lad
ROENTGE
SHEPARD
St Fran
St Matt
TENNYSO
WARD, L
ALLEN B
BIRNEY
BRAINAR
BROWN
DETT
EMMERSO
GLADSTO
GRANT
HERBERT
Holy Fa
Holy Tr
IRVING
JACKSON
JEFFERS
KING E.
KING EL
MCKINLE
MCLAREN
MEDILL
MEDILL
MONTEFI
Notre D
Our Lad
Preciou
RIIS
as Aquinas
TT
AN
E U.G.C.
ation
RFIELD PARK UGC
N .
U.G.C.
U.G.C.
y of Sorrows
N E.V.G.C.
cis Xavier Cabrin
hew
N E.V.G.C.
AURA
. OF GLAD.
N B.Of MCKINLEY
NE
mily
inity , Taylor
.ANDREW
ON
V.G.C.
EM.
YU.G.C.
INT. G.
PRIMARY G.
ORE
ame
y of Pompeii
s Blood
25 453
25 90
261186
26 913
261256
26 724
261065
261212
2b 437
261091
2b 583
261363
26 868
26 721
271570
271239
271045
27 943
27 945
271086
271467
27 908
271293
27 327
4 1 1
264
942
272
231
120
514
875
293
281045
281143
28
28 632
281805
28 858
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
28
28
28
28
28
28
28
28
28
28
157
122
308
58
344
279
711
281085
28 26
281024
28 906
28
28
28
28
28
180
36
40
108
667
387
53
1012
742
930
598
917
755
209
1 153
163
1024
546
536
901
952
943
755
737
743
1218
809
244
404
395
265
538
256
243
902
329
672
224
767
885
473
1469
589
180
84
175
9
301
244
451
492
36
767
738
168
41
22
142
627
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SKINNER
SMYTH
SOUSA B.
SPALDING
SUDER
St Callis
St Malach
BRYANT
Blessed S
CHALMERS
CORKERY
DANTE A.
DVORAK
FRAZIER
GREGORY
HENSON
HERZL
HESS U.G
HOWLAND
HUGHES, CH
JOHNSON
LATHROP
LAWSON
MAGELLAN
MASON INT
MASON PRI
MASON U.G
Our Lady
Our Lady
PENN
PLAMONDON
St Agatha
Assumptio
BURNS
CROWN
Epiphany
GARRY
Good Shep
MCCORMICK
PADEREWSK
POPE
SPRY PRI
SPRY U.G.
St Casirai
St Ita
St Ludmil
St Roman
WHITNEY
COOPER PR
COOPER U.
HAMMOND
Holy Trin
JIRKA
JUNGMAN
KOMENSKY
Our Lady
of SKINNER
E. PHYS. HAND
tus
y
acrament
OF SUMNER
.C.
ARLES
E.V.G.C.
ER. CD'S
. GD'S.
.C.
of Lourdes.Keel
of Perpetual He
n,24
herd
I
AND INT.
C.
r
la
I. AND INT
G.C.
ity , Throop
of Vilna
28 462
281307
28 83
28 197
281 1 36
28 41
28 229
291364
29
29 971
29 868
29
291 121
291 101
2 914 7
29 812
291542
291587
291488
29 954
29 789
291 154
291278
29 202
29 851
29 972
291 128
29 346
29 276
291486
29 72
29 250
30 2
30 277
301040
30 100
30 4
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
31
31
31
31
311488
31 65
31
31
20
929
756
34
409
8
189
1033
141
901
28
246
1001
251
971
685
782
775
1096
535
1129
1318
941
706
594
950
732
138
650
814
584
278
1 189
70
236
4
119
66 1
281
2
18
709
584
33
222
12
12
5
47
15
9
20
10
2
28
1
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PICKARD
Providence o
St Adalbert
St Ann, 18
St Michael, 2
St Paul, 22
St Pius V
St Procopius
St Stephen
WALSH
WHITTIER
ABBOTT
HAINES
HAINES B. OF
HAVEN
Santa Maria-
St Jerome, Pr
St Therese,2
WARD, JAMES
ATTUCKS
DOOLITTLE IN
DOOLITTLE PR
DOUGLAS REGU
DRAKE
DRAKE E.V.G.
MAYO
PERSHING
RAYMOND
SOUTH B. OF
St James, Wab
WILLIAMS
DONOGHUE
EINSTEIN
J. ROBINSON
OAKENWALD NO
OAKENWALD S.
PARKMAN
St Cecilia
St Charles L
BEETHOVEN
BEETHOVEN B.
BEETOVAN B.
COLMAN
COLMAN B.
Corpus Chris
DU SABLE U.G
DYETTE MID.
FALSENTHAL B
FARREN
FARREN B. IN
FELSENTHAL
FULLER
HARTIGAN
HENDRICKS
HORNER
Holy Angels
f God
HOMES
Santa Lucia
inceton
3
T. AND UP.
I. GRD'S
LAR
C.
DRAKE
ash
B. OF OAKEN
RTH
I.&U. GRDS
wanga
in TALOR HMS
ti
.C.
SCH.
TAYLOR HMS
2
16
1
16
14
2
17
1
36 11
986
599
143
135
7
720
440
143
561
222
508
261
31 1
31
31
31
31
31
31
31
31
31
31
34
34
34
34
34
34
34
34 152 154
3514361037
351064 780
351041 1041
351428 918
35 677
35 268
35 856
35 315
3513151022
35 119 214
35 325 308
3516971336
3619171277
36 892 701
36 484
36 642
36 863
371044
37 252
37
3814891024
38 193 42
38 193
3820031280
38 345 240
38 406 418
381369 578
38 1018
38 648
381044 790
38 476 326
648 581
796 450
897 824
755 681
968 433
366
511
678
692
242
38
38
38
38
38
3810461319
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UGC
MCCORKLE
MOLLISON
OAKLAND
OVERTON
STURGIS EVGC
St Elizabeth
WILLARD
WOODSON N
WOODSON S
DONIAT
FORRESTVILLE
JUDD
PRICE
REAVIS
SHAKESPEARE
SHOESMITH
St Ambrose
WIRTH EX.
BURKE
CARTER
CARTER B.
ROSS
SETON A.O.
St Anselm
TERRELL
TERRELL B.
HARTE
KOZOMISKI
MURRAY
RAY
St Thomas Apostle
CARNEGIE
DUMAS
FISKE
Holy Cross , Maryland
MCCOSH
SCOTT
SCOTT UNIT CLASSROOM
St Cyril
TELSA
WADWORTH
WADWORTH
BRADWELL
BRADWELL
BRYN MAWR
BRYN MAWR B.
FERMIE
MADISON
MADISON
O'KEEFE
Our Lady of Peace
PARKSIDE
PARKSIDE
St Bride
St Peter
St Philip
U
B
AND I.
38 927
38 7b6
3b 856
361 166
3«
38 533
381319
38 691
38 946
39 638
39114 1
39 796
741
914
834
276
312
315
894
39
39
39
39
39
39
40
40
40
401793
40
40 573
401129
40 654
41
41
41
41
41
42
156
757
293
457
218
551
421108
421057
42 471
42
42
42
42
42
42
42
& Paul .Exchange
Neri
976
192
323
638
929
473
431372
431372
431218
43 247
431300
431226
431226
431 340
43 374
43
43
43
43
43
915
89
19
281
643
666
582
889
132
409
552
621
572
334
588
333
681
670
626
361
284
333
632
945
42
1394
888
464
1042
374
202
665
304
515
190
312
655
723
430
1457
715
276
344
562
404
1836
1863
270
987
946
1587
444
888
338
188
354
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DIXON 44 878
H00KWAY 44 721
MCDADE 44 323
NEIL 44 267
PIRIE 44 667
ROBICHAUX 44
SBARBARO 441093
SBARBO 441093
St Clotilde 44 278
St Joachim 44 322
WESTCOTT 441187
AVALON PARK 451202
CALDWELL 45
CALDWELL 451114
St Felicitas 45 499
COLES 46 530
Immaculate Concept ion , Ex 46 10
MANN 461491
Our Lady of Guadalupe
SULLIVAN ELEM
St Bronislava
St Mary Magdalene
St M;.chael , South Shore
THORP, J. N.
THORP, J.N.
KIPLING
Our Lady of Hungary
PERRY
BLACK
BLACK ANNEX
BLACK B.
BUCKINGHAM
BUCKINGHAM B.
BUCKINGHAM B. of WARREN
EARHART B. OF HOYNE
HOYNE
MCDOWELL B. OF CALDWELL
MCDOWELL S. of CALDWELL
St Ailbe
St Joseph, 88
WARREN
All Saints , Wabash
BENNETT
BRENAN
BURNSIDE
DREW
DUNNE
FERNWOOD
GILLESPIE P AND I G'S
GILLESPIE U.G.C. 49 501
HUGHES, L 49
Holy Rosary, King Dr 49 3
Holy Rosary, Perry 49 62
KOHN 491641
MARYLAND B.of POE 49 147
POE 49
46
46
46
46
46
46
46
47
47
47
48
46
48
48
48
48
48
48
48
48
48
48
48
49
8
36
38
24
86
676
897
42
192
129
79
93
258
352
407
270
25
480
71
491415
49 307
491097
49 622
49 37
491555
49 701
760
570
245
520
926
263
258
879
1074
993
573
1001
28
1509
12
168
175
132
2
127
732
596
188
571
154
79
219
182
231
287
308
286
116
697
899
1391
850
464
1037
1053
510
404
435
121
1830
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POE B. OF
PULLMAN
SHED B. Ob'
SMITH
St John de
St Nichola
St Thaddeu
St Willibr
TURNER
VAN VLISSI
VAN VLISSI
WASHINGTON
BURNHAM
PULLMAN
SCHMID
ANTHONY B.
BRIGHT
GOLDSMITH
LUELLA
MARSH
Our Lady G
SHERIDAN
Sacred Hea
St Kevin
ADDAMS
Annunciata
GALLISTEL
MORGAN P.
St Francis
St George,
TALOR
WASHINGTON
ALDRIDGE
All Saints
Assumption
CULLEN
DUBOIS
GOMPERS
HIGGINS
KELLOG
SCANLAN
St Anthony
Catheri
Louis
Nichola
Peter &
Salomea
WANSEN
WEST PULLM
WHITE B.
CARVER
CARVER
CARVER
CARVER
NEWTON
Our Lady
BRENAN
BENNETT
la Salle
s
,
State
s
or d
GEN
GEN E. B.
B. of TURNER
OF BURNHAM
B. OF BURNHAM
ate of Heaven
rt,96
IN CLISSOLD E.
de Sales
96
ELEMENTARY
School-Holy R
,BVM,Parnell
St
St
St
St
St
PRI
U.G
U.G
,
Prairie
ne of Genoa
s ,St Louis
Paul
,
Emerald
AN
F WEST PULLMAN
. G'S
.C.
.C.
65
234
265
17
256
2
697
130
65
650
125
54
1 17
673
123
11
of the Gardens
49
49
49
49
49
49
49
49
49
49
49
49
50
50
50
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
53
53
53
53
53
53
53
53
53
53
53
53
53
53
53
53
53
53
541076
541076
54 600
54 600
54
54 193
503
662
192
1070
317
282
311
1434
527
310
159
552
225
7b
302
1009
267
1 14
10
12 28
93b 734
84
509
894
928
706
68
1400
10
370
946
497
623
2
19
1
64
1
48
4 1
60
617
1240
160
717
620
582
198
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St Mary,
1
CLAY
GRISSOM
St Columb
St Floria
BAUM B.
BYRNE, MIC
HEARST
KINZIE PR
KINZIE U.
Our Lady
St Camill
St Daniel
St Jane d
TWAIN
EDWARDS
St Bruno
St Richar
BURROUGHS
DAVIS
Five Holy
GUNSAULUS
Immaculat
SHIELDS
St Agnes
St Joseph
St Pancra
EVERETT
GREENE, N
LONGFELLO
Our Lady
St Mauric
St Peter
ARMOUR
All Saint
All Saint
HEALY
HOLDEN
HOLDEN SP
Immaculat
MCCLELLAN
Nativity
SHERDIAN
,
St Anthon
Barbar
Bridge
David
George
Mary o
DEWEY
FULTON
GRAHAM
HAMLINE
HEDGES
Holy Cros
LIBBY
37
a
n
F TWAIN
HEL
I. AND INT.
G.C.
of the Snows
us
the Prophet
e Chantel
St
St
St
St
St
Martyrs
e Conception , Fa
& St Anne
tius
ATHANAEL
W
of Good Counsel
e
& Paul, Paulina
s
,
Wallace
s-St Anthony
. ED.
e Conception
,
3
1
of our Lord
MARK
y of Pauda
a
t
,33
f Perpetual Hel
54 1
55
55
55
55
56
56
56132
56
56
56
56
56
56
56
57
57
57
58
58
58
58
58 171
58
58
58
58
59
59
59
59
59
59
60
60
60
60
60 2
60 2
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
61 1H7
6 32
6 4
5
1 1573
32 53
7 14
3
1 3
18
189
5
9
9 29
s
,
Wood
61
61
61
61
61
61
5
5 853
2 9
6
1
3
956 618
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Nativity of the Blessed
SEWARD
SHERMAN
Sacred Heart
,
Wolcott
St Augustine
sil
briel
hn of God
hn the Baptist
seph
,
Paulina
ry .Seeley
chael,48
se Day Care
se of Lima
yril & Meth
ation
UR
ribius
N B. OF PECK
INGALE
R
are of Montefalco
11
mon the Apostle
St
St
St
St
St
St
St
St
St
Sts
Ba
Ga
Jo
Jo
Jo
Ma
Mi
Ro
Ro
C
Center
odius-He
Visit
PASTE
PECK
St Tu
WELSO
NIGHT
SAWYE
St CI
St Ga
St Si
TONTI
BLAIR
DORE
FLEMI
GRIME
HULE
St Re
St Sy
HURLE
LEE
Queen
St Ma
St Ni
EBERH
MARQU
MCKAY
MORRI
Nativ
St Ad
St Ri
TARKI
ALTGE
Assum
BASS
BOND
BONTE
BUNCH
COPER
EARLE
EARLE
EARLE
B. OF DORE
NG B. OF GRIMES
S
ne Goupil
mphorosa
Y
of the Uni
ry Star of
cholas of T
ART
ETTE
verse
the Sea
olentine
LL
ity ,BVM .Washtenaw
rian
ta
NGTON
LD
ption.Marshfield
MPS
NICUS
B.
B.
60 + MA
HERMITA
RSHFEILD
GE P.
61
61
61
61
61
61
61
61
61
61
61
61
61
61
6 1
61
62
62
62
62
63
63
63
63
63
63
64
64
64
64
64
64
64
65
65
65
65
65
66
66
66
66
66
66
66
66
671916
67 2
671361
671083
67
67
67
67
67
67
1
94 1 137
7
34
6
16
12
141 314
112
8
36
79
16
30
937
881
1550
1063
768
932
1001
566
1 104
152
394
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AND INT. G'S
GERSHWIN
HENDERSON
O'TOOLE
RASTER
St Brendan
St Justin Martyr
St Mary of Mt Carmel
St Raphael
St Theodore
BANNECKER
BEALE PRIM.
BEALE U.G.C.
GOETHALS
GUGGENHEIM
HINTON
HOLMES
HOPE MIDDLE SC.
KERSHAW
LEWIS-CHAMPLAIN
LOW
LOW U.G.C.
Our Lady of Solace
PARKER
REED
SHERWOOD
STAGG
Sacred Heart, May
St Anne ,Garf ield
St Bernard
St Martin
WENTWORTH
BROWNELL
CORNELL
DENEEN
DULLES
DULLES B.
HARVARD
LAWLESS U.G.C.
PARK MANOR
PARKER ELEM.
REVERE
REVERE
RUGGLES
St Carthage
St Columbanus
St Dorothy
St Francis de Paula
St Laurence
TANNER
YALE
YALE
CAROLL
CREVAR B.
67120
67 49
67
67
67
67
67
67
67
49
2
35
30
6
681 16
68135
68 79
68 17
68113
68131
68237
68
68107
681 17
68 66
68 66
68 25
68121
68108
68107
68
68
68
68
68
2 950
8 900
21439
31210
9 185
67
80
2 299
4 232
6 694
21056
5 350
2 213
9 849
5 921
51420
1555
766
764
47
23
31
40
68141
69 57
69102
69 90
69124
69 13
69 97
69 48
69 69
69121
69108
69108
69 86
36
58
51
37
36
74
52
95
529
131
700
566
1394
319
282
434
424
682
676
81042
DAWES
HANCOCK
MICHELSON
OF HANCOCK
B. OF DAWES
69
69
69
69
69
69
69
69
70
70
70
70
70
72
802
475
747
859
673
225
452
478
283
286
582
698
1
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F OWEN
OF CAROLL
PARK
PARK
LIA
OWEN
PARKVIEW B.
ROSENWALD B
STEVENSON
St Bede the Venerable
St Denis
St Thomas More
BARTON
COOK
CUFFE
FOSTER
FOSTER
GRESHAM
GRESHAM
JACKSON, MAHA
Little Flower
MORGAN
OGLESBY
RYDER
St Ethelreda
Josaphat
Kilian
Leo
Sabina
BARNARD
Christ the
SUTHERLAND
St Barnabas
St John Fishe
VANDERPOOL
79TH AND HONO
EVERS
FORT DEARBORN
FORT DEARBORN
GARVEY, M.
MT. VERNON
ROBICHAUX
St Helena of
St Margaret o
WACKER
CASSELL
DUFFY
KELLER B. OF
MT. GREENWOOD
Queen of Mart
St Christina
St
St
St
St
King
r
RE
B.
the Cross
f Scotland
WIGGINS
BATES
CLISOLD
ESMOND
Holy Name
SHELDON B.
SHOOP
St Cajetan
St Walter
WHISTLER
CASSELL
yrs
DUFFY
of
of
Mary
CLISSOLD
70
70
70
70
70
70
70
71 315
71 15*42
71
7 1 222
71 222
712381
712381
71
71
71
71 1 3^0
7 1 1251
71 40
71 2
71 559
604
761
74
71
71
72
72
72
72
72
72
73
73 861
732156
73 501
73
731783
73
147
509
301
460
73
73
73
74
74
74
74
74
74
74
75
75
75
75
75
751277
75 2
75
751173
1536
1401
470
1169
1151
812
500
930
974
743
518
2
365
454
569
308
6
9
311
665
600
1339
664
1022
307
380
588
391
5
6
539
565
357
463
20
1146
312
1201
1 1
5
670
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